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This thesis consists of two projects looking at different aspects of predator-
prey relationships. The first project examines this relationship in the context of
predator-prey coevolution and assumes that the cost for prey defense is variable.
The second project looks at ecosystem shifts in the 1990s in the Gulf of Maine and
the relative role of top-down verses bottom-up processes on controlling Calanus
finmarchicus abundance.
Predator-Prey Coevolution
Predation can act as a selective pressure which drives prey to adapt a defensive
trait to avoid attack. At the same time, predators can evolve a counter-defense
which aids them in continued successful attacks. Allocation towards either trait
can be costly, in the form of a decrease in fecundity. There is some evidence to
suggest that, for the prey at least, cost can vary depending on the level of intra-
specific competition. Here we investigated the effects of variable prey trait cost
and genetic variability of the predator and prey, on the stability and dynamics
of the system. We compared two models, one which assumed that cost of prey
defense is fixed, and one that assumed that cost varies proportional to population
density. We found that under most conditions, variable cost of prey defense is
more stabilizing to the interaction than fixed cost.
Gulf of Maine Ecosystem
In the Gulf of Maine in the 1990s an increase in freshwater was associated
with increased phytoplankton blooms, particularly in autumn. This in turn led
to increased abundance in most copepods. Calanus finmarchicus, one of the most
abundant zooplankton species in the region, demonstrated an increase in abun-
dance in the earlier developmental stages but a paradoxical decrease in abundance
of the later copepodid stages. At the same time, adult herring, which preferentially
feed on late-stage C. finmarchicus, increased in abundance by one order of mag-
nitude. Through ordinary differential equation models, we investigated whether
increased presence of herring in the 1990s was large enough to contribute to the de-
cline in late-stage C. finmarchicus. Additionally, we incorporated food-dependent
growth into the later copepodid classes to investigate the impact of phytoplankton
variation on the observed shifts in zooplankton abundance.
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CHAPTER 1
COEVOLUTION AND VARIABLE COST OF PREY DEFENSE IN
A PREDATOR-PREY SYSTEM
1.1 Abstract
Under certain conditions, predation acts as a selective pressure that drives prey
adaptation. In response, the predator can evolve counter-defenses to increase the
likelihood of successful attack. Investment in such traits is often costly, so that a
trade-off exists between trait investment and competitive ability. There is some
evidence that cost, at least for the prey, can vary with changes in the environment
such as low resource availability. For our investigation, we assume that competition
for resources is most likely to occur at high prey densities. Resource limitation
is then synonymous with high prey density in our model although that is not
necessarily the case in nature. We investigated the effects of variable prey trait
cost and genetic variability of both the predator and prey, on the stability and
dynamics of the system. The cost of prey defense is set proportional to prey
population density so that, as prey density increases, so does the cost of prey
defense. This model is contrasted with the case where prey defense cost is assumed
to be density-independent. In both models, the cost for investment in a particular
trait is defined as a decrease in fecundity. Quantitative trait models are employed
to examine the effect of fixed versus variable cost on both population and trait
dynamics. One important assumption of quantitative trait models is the allowance
of polymorphisms within the population. This implies that an increase in the
amount of total genetic variation in a population will increase the rate at which
evolution is occurring. Each model is a system of four differential equations: two
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describing predator and prey densities and two which track the mean predator
and prey trait values through time. For both models, we assumed that predator
counter-defense cost is always fixed. The dynamics of the system were determined
through bifurcation analysis and numerical simulation. It was found that under
most conditions variable cost of prey defense is more stabilizing than fixed cost.
The dynamics of the fixed cost model approach the Rosenzweig-MacArthur model
dynamics when genetic variation of both populations is small (i.e. evolution is
occurring slowly relative to the ecology), but stability increases with an increase
in genetic variation. Stability of the variable cost model is non-monotonic as the
amount of genetic variation increases. This system is quite stable at very fast or
very slow evolutionary speeds, but less stable at intermediate rates of evolution. It
is particularly interesting to note the stabilizing effect of variable prey cost when
the amount of genetic variation approaches zero. This suggests that even when
evolution is slow, evolution can still have a significant impact on the ecological
dynamics of the system.
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1.2 Introduction
In classic predator-prey models, the coupled population dynamics of the inter-
action are well understood, but often, the simplifying assumption of homogeneous
predator and prey populations is made. In the last few decades ecologists have
begun to recognize that genetic variation within prey and predator populations
can have a significant impact on population dynamics (1). Predation often acts as
a selective pressure, thereby driving prey adaptation. An increase in anti-predator
defense capability of the prey may in turn impose a selective pressure on predators
to develop a counter-defense, thus leading to a co-evolutionary interaction (4; 19).
One reason for the exclusion of evolution in early predator-prey models was the
belief that evolution occurred on a much slower time scale than the ecology and
therefore did not impact the ecological dynamics. However, recent experimental
evidence suggests that evolution can be quite rapid (28; 5; 40; 27; 16). By this we
mean that evolution can happen within a few generations (14). Furthermore, the
relative time scale of ecological and evolutionary dynamics can play an important
role in determining the stability of the interaction. Yamauchi & Yamamura (2005)
for example, found that in a two-prey-one-predator model, increasing additive
genetic variance (i.e. increasing the rate of defense evolution) tended to stabilize
the interaction (38). In a series of modeling and experimental studies (34; 40; 41;
17) investigated a predator-prey microcosm with rotifers, Brachionus calyciflorus,
and their algal prey, Chlorella vulgaris. It was shown that rapid prey-evolution led
to evolutionary (long period, out-of-phase) cycles which did not exist when algae
populations were homogeneous and undefended.
Although there is currently little doubt among ecologists that evolution is an
important driver of population dynamics, there is some disagreement as to the
3
mechanism by which evolution occurs. Adaptive Dynamics for example (23; 13; 9)
assumes that evolutionary change is a result of the appearance of rare mutations
that have an advantage in the ecological setting. A mutation allows the prey to
escape from an attack by the predator, who can in turn have a corresponding
adaptive mutation that allows for continued attacks. The result is an undending
evolutionary arms race. This type of escalatory interaction, in which the predator
and prey are essentially “running to stay in the same place”, is referred to as Red
Queen Dynamics (36; 10).
An underlying assumption of Adaptive Dynamics is that the relevant pheno-
typic traits are boundless in their evolutionary capability (7; 11). Given that
investment in a particular trait can be quite costly, this assumption is perhaps un-
reasonable. If there were no costs associated with defense for example, we would
expect that the trait would sweep to fixation within the population. However, the
fact that heritable variation in resistance is often maintained within a population
indicates that there is in fact a cost associated with defense (18). According to
models which describe coevolution in host-parasitoid interactions (12; 33), whether
the system cycles or not depends not only on the ecological advantage of both de-
fense and counter-defense traits, but also on the cost for maintaining each trait.
When the cost of resistance against parisitism is high and the cost of parasitoid
virulence is low, then one or both populations go extinct. If costs are high for both
host and parasitoid, then the host trades off parasitoid resistance in exchange for
an increase in fecundity. The parasitoid however continues to invest in search effi-
ciency and stable equilibria are obtained for both traits. If the costs for both traits
are intermediate, then simultaneous population and coevolutionary cycles occur.
All organisms experience competing resource demands. An investment in any
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particular function inherently implies there are less resources available for alloca-
tion to other functions. It is therefore not unreasonable to assume that investment
in a defense (or any other trait) might be costly to an organism. However, varia-
tions in the environment might impact just how costly a particular trait is. Several
studies have found a close link between environmental stress (such as resource lim-
itation) and cost of defense (4). Kraaijeveld and Godfray (1997) investigated a
system involving Drosophila melanogaster and Asobara tabida in which the host,
D. melanogaster, can evolve resistance from its parasitoid by developing haemo-
cytes which encapsulate the larval A. tabida (18). D. melanogaster that were
able to resist parasitoid attacks showed no difference in growth rate and devel-
opment time compared to non-resistant types when resources were abundant. As
resource limitation increased however, resistant types were out-competed by the
non-resistant D. melanogaster. This is consistent with the idea that the cost for
investment in defense is affected by environmental stress.
As a counter-response to the defense mechanism of D. melanogaster, parasitoids
can avoid host defenses by hiding their eggs in regions of tissue undetectable by
the host haemocytes (18; 19). Again, this counter-defense does not come without a
penalty. Embedding the eggs within the tissue wall leads to a delay in egg-hatching.
This can prove fatal if the host is attacked by a second species of parasitoid, such
as Leptopilina heterotoma. If the egg of this competing species hatches first, it will
kill A. tabida before it has had a chance to emerge.
A recent chemostat experiment by (39), also showed that the cost of prey
defense could be variable depending on the amount of available resources. In the
absence of their rotifer predator, both defended and undefended algal clones showed
little difference in growth rates when resources were abundant. However, when the
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amount of resources was limited, the defended clones exhibited a marked decrease
in fecundity relative to the undefended clones. In this case, because a trade-off
existed between defense and competitive ability, both the prey and the predator
densities affected whether it was beneficial to be defended against predation. The
result was a direct feedback loop between the evolutionary response of the prey
and the densities of both the predator and the prey.
Our research is motivated by experimental evidence that the cost for prey de-
fense is variable, becoming high under stressful conditions, but undetectable when
conditions are good. There is evidence that a cost for predator counter-defense
can also exist (19). We investigate the dynamics of a coevolutionary system where
costs for defense and counter-defense exist, and the cost of prey defense is density-
dependent. It is not always the case that variations in density are synonymous with
variations in resource limitation. However, we make that simplifying assumption
here because we are not explicitly modeling resource availability.
We are interested in the affect of variable cost of prey defense on both the pop-
ulation and trait dynamics of this predator-prey system. We begin by describing
two variations of the model, one in which the cost of prey defense is directly propor-
tional to prey density (variable cost model) and one in which the cost is invariant
through time (fixed cost model). We assume this linear relationship between prey
defense cost and prey density in the variable cost model as a simple starting point
although other formulations are possible (e.g. defense cost is a saturating function
of prey density). We examine the stability of both models over a wide range of
parameter values to determine how the definition of prey defense cost affects the
types of dynamics exhibited in each system. We find that under a broad range of
parameters the variable cost model is much more stable than the fixed cost model.
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1.3 Description of the Model
1.3.1 Ecological Dynamics
The framework for the current models originates from the basic ecological model
developed by (30) in which prey grow logistically (i.e. self-limitation at high den-
sities) and predators have a saturating functional response. The ecological model
is modified by adding anti-predator defense in the prey and counter-defense in
the predator. These traits are allowed to evolve, so that both the ecological and
the evolutionary dynamics change through time. Prey and predator populations
experience a cost for investment in defense which is expressed as a decrease in the
growth rate of the populations. The only difference between the variable cost and
the fixed cost model is how the cost of prey defense is defined.
The resulting models are each a system of four ordinary differential equations,
two of which describe the ecological dynamics and two of which track the mean
prey and predator trait values. In the following equations, n and a p represent
the prey and predator populations, x and y represent the prey and predator traits.
The ecological equations for the fixed cost model are defined as
Fixed Cost Model
dn
dt
= mnn =
(
r(1−
n
K
)− γe(y−x)
p
ρ+ n
− αx
)
n
dp
dt
= mpp =
(
βγe(y−x)n
ρ+N
− (δ + µy2)
)
p.
(1.1)
In the prey density equation, r is the growth rate of the population in the absence of
predation, K is the carrying capacity, γ represents the grazing rate of the predator
on the prey, ρ is the half-saturation constant of the predator, and α is a parameter
which represents the cost of prey defense. In the predator equation, β is the
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conversion coefficient (how efficiently predators turn prey eaten into offspring), δ
is the natural mortality of predators in the absence of prey, and µ represents the
cost of predator counter-defense.
Evolution is included in the functional response term of the prey equation by
scaling the grazing rate by e(y−x). The probability of successful attack by the
predator then depends on the relative investment of the prey in defense and the
predator in counter-defense. This in turn implies that the birth rate of the predator
is directly related to both traits. The probability of successful attack is defined
as an exponential equation so that for x > y, e(y−x) > 0. This ensures that
predation always has a negative impact on prey density regardless of the relative
contributions to prey defense and predator counter-defense within the populations.
In equation 1.1, we define a linear trade-off curve for the prey, αx, where x is
the mean trait value as a function of time. For the predator trade-off, counter-
defense is a quadratic term, µy2, with y representing the mean trait value for
the predator. We have chosen to define the predator trade-off as a quadratic so
that the predator always invests in a counter-defense regardless of the cost. It is
more reasonable however to assume that the prey give up on defense if the cost is
too high in favor of increased reproduction so that they do not go extinct in the
presence of predation. Defining the prey trade-off as linear ensures that this is the
case.
The only difference in the population equations for the variable cost model, is
that cost is density-dependent and varies directly proportional to prey density, n.
The trade-off for prey defense is now defined as αnx and the prey density equation
is as follows:
8
Variable Cost Model
dn
dt
= mnn =
(
r(1−
n
K
)− γe(y−x)
p
ρ+ n
− αnx
)
n (1.2)
The predator equation for this model does not change from the fixed cost model.
1.3.2 Evolutionary Dynamics
The equations describing changes in mean trait values are defined using a
quantitative trait (QT) model (see (32; 2) for further discussion). The relative
investment of defense and counter-defense affect the probability of a successful at-
tack when a predator encounters its prey. As such, selection on the prey trait is
frequency-independent.
Although many of the major assumptions of quantitative trait models are the
same as other types of coevolutionary models such as Adaptive Dynamics or ESS
(2; 37)), there are two reasons we have chosen the QT approach. First, most of
the traits that describe the ability of a predator to capture its prey are a result of
many genes with a small, additive effect (3; 32). Second, we wanted a recipe for
maintaining polymorphisms in the population. Under this assumption, a variety
of genotypes already exist within the population at low frequencies; this allows
selection to move rapidly in any direction. This allows for the possibility that
evolution can be quite rapid, as opposed to adaptive dynamics which assumes that
mutations are rare and therefore, the rate of evolution is slow.
In equations 1.1 and 1.2, population growth rates for the prey and predator are
defined as mnn and mpp respectively. Here, mn and mp represent the Malthusian
mean fitness as described by (6). The rate of change of the mean trait value is
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described as the gradient of fitness of a rare invader with respect to the mean trait
value. The trait dynamics for the fixed cost model are
Fixed cost - trait dynamics
dx
dt
=
∂mn
∂x
=
(
γey−xp
ρ+ n
− α
)
Vx
dy
dt
=
∂mp
∂y
=
(
βγey−xn
ρ+ n
− 2µy
)
Vy.
(1.3)
The terms Vx and Vy represent the additive genetic variance (AGV) for the prey
and predator populations respectively. We assume that Vx = Axx and Vy = Ayy,
where Ax and Ay are the AGV coefficients. We multiply Ax and Ay by the mean
trait values, x and y, so that as the trait value goes to zero, so does the amount
of genetic variation in the population. Changing the value of Ax and Ay changes
the relationship between genetic variation and the mean trait value and affects the
rate of evolution (a higher value of Ax and Ay implies a faster rate of evolution).
In the variable cost model, because the trait equations are defined in terms of
the population density equations, the prey trait equation will also be different, but
the predator trait equation will remain unchanged. The expression for the mean
prey trait value over time is as follows:
Variable cost - trait dynamics
dx
dt
=
∂mn
∂x
=
(
γey−xp
ρ+ n
− αn
)
Vx. (1.4)
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1.4 Analysis
1.4.1 Simplifying the Model
In order to simplify the analysis, the models are non-dimensionalized so that
the scaled system contains a minimal number of parameters. Another benefit of
non-dimensionalized systems is that they help to illustrate the relative scales of
parameters in the model. For instance, in equation 1.5, predator density, p, is
redefined in terms of the prey carrying capacity, K, as well as the efficiency of the
predator in turning prey into offspring, β. (For a general discussion on the benefits
of non-dimensionalization see (20).) Letting:
N =
n
K
, P =
p
βK
, τ = rt, G =
βγ
r
, a =
αK
r
, q =
ρ
K
, d =
δ
r
, c =
µ
r
, (1.5)
the fixed cost model becomes:
N˙ =
(
1−N −
Gey−xP
q +N
− ax
)
N
P˙ =
(
Gey−xN
q +N
− (d+ cy2)
)
P
x˙ =
(
Gey−xP
q +N
− a
)
Axx
y˙ =
(
Gey−xN
q +N
− 2cy
)
Ayy
(1.6)
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Table 1.1: Parameter definitions and values for the non-dimensionalized equations.
The values for d, q and c are fixed for the bifurcation analyses. Different values
are chosen for Ax and Ay to test the affect of variations in the rate of evolution.
Parameter Description Value
a prey defense cost bifurcation parameter
d predator mortality rate 0.3
c predator counter-defense cost 0.8
q predator half saturation constant 0.2
Ax genetic variation for prey trait varies
Ay genetic variation for predator trait varies
G predator grazing rate bifurcation parameter
and the variable cost model similarly becomes:
N˙ =
(
1−N −
Gey−xP
q +N
− aNx
)
N
P˙ =
(
Gey−xN
q +N
− (d+ cy2)
)
P
x˙ =
(
Gey−xP
q +N
− aN
)
Axx
y˙ =
(
Gey−xN
q +N
− 2cy
)
Ayy.
(1.7)
Definitions and specific values for the parameters in the non-dimensionalized mod-
els can be found in Table 1.1.
Given these simplified equations, the stability of both models can now be com-
pared. The first step is to take the stability analysis of the non-dimensionalized
2-D ecological model to find reasonable parameter values for d, q, and G that give
rise to cycling in the absence of evolution. The same methods for determining
equilibria and stability of the system cannot be applied to the 4-D coevolutionary
model in part, due to the exponential term in the functional response equation. In
order to analyze the full system, we rely on numerical simulations and the equilib-
rium continuation software, MATCONT (8) to determine the range of parameters
a, c, Ax, Ay that give rise to cycling. Predator grazing rate, G, (a known bifurca-
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tion parameter in the ecological model) and prey trait cost, a, are chosen as the
bifurcation parameters for stability analysis.
1.4.2 Comparing the Dynamics of Evolutionary Models to
an Ecological Model
Bifurcation diagrams using prey defense cost, a, and predator grazing rate,
G, reveal interesting differences between the fixed cost and variable cost models
(see Figure 1.1). The shaded regions show where cycling can occur. The most
immediate and general comparison is that the variable cost model appears to be
significantly more stable than either the fixed cost model or the purely ecological
Rosenzweig-MacArthur model. This is demonstrated by the fact that the possible
range of parameters, a and G, that give rise to cycling for the variable cost model
are muchsmaller than for either of the other models.
The fixed cost model is qualitatively similar to the Rosenzweig-MacArthur
model, both in the range of parameters that generate cycling as well as the type of
bifurcation that gives rise to cycling (Figure 1.1). Specifically, for both the fixed
cost model and the Rosenzweig-MacArthur model, the system undergoes a super-
critical Hopf bifurcation as either a or G are increased. This means that for small
enough values of a and G the predator and prey coexist at a stable equilibrium
(region B). As either parameter increases beyond the bifurcation point, the system
loses stability and enters a stable limit cycle oscillation about the former stable
equilibrium point (region C) (35).
The variable cost model also undergoes a Hopf Bifurcation which gives rise to
cycling. In this case however, the system undergoes a sub-critical Hopf. As in a
13
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Figure 1.1: Bifurcation diagrams comparing dynamics for the Rosenzweig-
MacArthur model (i.e. no evolution) to the Fixed Cost and Variable Cost models.
In region A, one or both of the populations go extinct, region B represents sta-
ble coexistence and for the shaded regions C and D cycling occurs. In the case
of the evolutionary models, there are two types of cycling behavior: in region C
everything cycles (populations and traits); in region D, x→ 0 and everything else
cycles. For the variable cost model, the Hopf curve is marked by a solid line and
the curve of Saddle Node of Limit Cycles (SNLC) is denoted by a dashed black line.
Between these two lines, the system is bistable (see text for further explanation).
super-critical Hopf, just below the Hopf curve, the stability of the interior fixed
point switches and is now stable. What is different about a sub-critical Hopf is
that, for a small range of a values near the Hopf curve, the stable fixed point is
still surrounded by a stable limit cycle. Furthermore, between the stable fixed
point and the stable limit cycle, there exists an unstable limit cycle. Under these
conditions, whether the system exhibits cycling or stable co-existence depends on
the value of the initial conditions. This is what as known as bistable behavior of
the system. The existence of a region of bistability implies that the actual region
of cycling can be larger than what is demarcated by the Hopf curve.
Continuing to decrease the value of a causes the system to cross a curve of saddle
node of limit cycles (SNLC). This represents a point in parameter space where the
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unstable limit cycle and the stable limit cycle collide and only the stable fixed
point remains. The solid black line in the bifurcation diagram for the variable cost
model represents the curve of Hopf points. The dashed line represents the SNLC
curve. In between these two lines is the region of bistability.
Traditionally when oscillatory behavior of a predator-prey system is examined,
the emergence of cycling in this 2-D system refers to cycling of the predator and
prey densities. Because we are modeling a four dimensional system, what is meant
by cycling needs to be more explicitly defined. Here, in the region that cycling
exists, predator and prey population cycles persist for all parameter values. The
trait dynamics however are more complicated. The predator trait cycles wherever
the population dynamics are cycling. The prey, however, will only invest in defense
within a small range of a values. Specifically, if the cost for the trait becomes
too high, then the prey essentially “give up” on defense in exchange for a higher
fecundity rate (i.e. x→ 0).
It should be noted that x = 0 does not necessarily imply a complete absence
of a trait. For example if algae have a defense of increased cell wall thickness in
the presence of predation, they obviously do not give up on maintaining a cell wall
if the cost is too high. Instead, there is some cell wall thickness that must be
maintained for basic survival. In light of this, we can think of the x = 0 as being
the minimum state that the organism requires for survival. Figure 1.1 shows that,
for both models, the range of a and G values for which the prey trait cycles is
small relative to the entire region of cycling.
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1.4.3 Varying the Rate of Evolution
The rate at which evolution is occurring relative to the ecological dynamics can
have a dramatic impact on the stability of the interaction (39; 16; 38). Changing
the value of the additive genetic variance coefficients (Ax, Ay) is one way to affect
the rate at which the two species evolve. The larger the values of these coeffi-
cients are, the faster evolution is able to occur. Larger genetic variance coefficients
correspond to faster evolution. It does not follow however that setting Ax = Ay
will make the speed of evolution in both populations equivalent. For the rate of
evolution to be equal the additive genetic variance (Axx and Ayy) would have to
be equal.
Perturbation Analysis
One way to examine how fast the evolution of each trait is occurring in our
system relative to the ecological dynamics is by looking at the rapidity with which
the trait dynamics track back to their original state after some small perturbation,
ǫ (see Figure 1.2). To perform this analysis, we test different values of Ax and
Ay and observe the dynamics of the perturbed system. The first step is to run
simulations on the 4-D coevolutionary system with parameter values that give rise
to cycling for both the population and the trait dynamics. Simulations are run
for many time steps until stable cycles are reached. A point (N,P, x, y) on this
stable periodic orbit is then chosen as the initial condition for a new 6-D perturbed
system. Specifically, the 4-D evolutionary model is expanded to include two extra
state variables, x˜ and y˜ which represent the perturbed mean trait values. The
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initial conditions for the perturbed variables, x˜ and y˜, are set as:
x˜ = x+ ǫx, y˜ = y + ǫy, (1.8)
where ǫ is some small constant (ǫ = 0.25). This new 6-D system of ODEs can be
solved for each chosen set of Ax and Ay to determine the rate that evolution is
occurring for each trait. The longer it takes for the perturbed traits to track back
to their original values of x and y, the slower evolution is occurring for that trait.
Figure 1.2 shows the results of the perturbation analysis for the variable cost
model. The left column shows the coevolutionary dynamics for the 4-D system
at three different levels of the parameters Ax and Ay (0.2, 0.5, 2). The middle
column looks at how the perturbed traits track back to their original state on the
limit cycle after some small perturbation, ǫ. The last column shows the change in
relative traits over time,
rx = log 10|
x− x˜
x
|, ry = log 10|
y − y˜
y
|. (1.9)
The steeper the slope of rx and ry, the faster evolution is occurring. Columns 2
and 3 of Figure 1.2 demonstrate that the predator trait tracks back to its original
state faster than the prey trait for all three values of Ax and Ay (0.2, 0.5, 2). As
a result, we define the speed of evolution based on how fast the prey are evolving.
For the variable cost model, we refer to each of the three levels tested as slow
(Ax = Ay = 0.2), intermediate (Ax = Ay = 0.5) and fast (Ax = Ay = 2) evolution.
Bifurcation Analysis
An interesting pattern begins to emerges when comparing the variable vs. fixed
models for different speeds of evolution. In the variable cost model, the effect of
17
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Figure 1.2: Perturbation analysis for the variable cost model for three different
levels of Ax and Ay (0.2, 0.5, 2). In all panels, prey dynamics are represented by a
gray line and predator dynamics by a black line. [column 1] Cycling dynamics of the
4-D system for 3 different levels of Ax and Ay (0.2, 0.5, 2). The prey and predator
densities are shown as solid lines and the trait values as dashed lines. [column 2]
Unperturbed traits, x and y (solid lines) and their perturbed counterparts x˜ and
y˜ (dashed lines). All other parameters are set constant to the following values:
a = 1.3, d = 0.3, c = 0.8, q = 0.2, G = 0.5. [column 3] Relative change in each
trait value: log10(—original trait perturbed trait—/original trait). The steeper
the slope of each line, the faster evolution is occurring. Note that the axes differs
between panels.
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increasing the speed of evolution is non-monotonic (see Figure 1.3). For fast evo-
lution (Ax = Ay = 2), the region of cycling is very small (i.e., system is stable).
As evolution is slowed down, (Ax = Ay = 0.5), stability initially decreases up to
a point (i.e. the cycling region increases). For Ax = Ay = 0.2, the cycling region
once again shrinks. For values of Ax < 0.2, the prey trait never cycles (i.e. prey
trait x→ 0 before the Hopf bifurcation occurs. As a result, we do not look at bi-
furcation diagrams for the variable cost model for Ax < 0.2. However, in numerical
simulations performed for very small values of Ax and Ay (i.e. Ax = Ay = 0.01), it
can be shown (results not included here) that the system is increasingly stabilized
by decreasing the speed of evolution. Unlike the variable cost model, for the fixed
cost model, as evolution slows down, the region of cycling increases monotonically
(see Figure 1.4). In other words, the system becomes increasingly less stable as
evolution is slowed down. In fact, as Ax, Ay → 0, the range of parameters that
give rise to cycling in the fixed cost model approaches that of the Rosenzweig-
MacArthur model. It should be noted that the axes are on different scales in
Figures 1.3 and 1.4 In addition, the region where one or both species go extinct
(see Figure 1.1) has not been drawn in these two figures. The purpose of this is to
highlight only the regions of co-existence and in particular, to focus in on how the
cycling regions change as Ax and Ay are varied within each model.
1.4.4 Comparing Different Rates of Predator-Prey Evolu-
tion
The dynamics of both systems are also investigated for the cases where one
species is evolving fast or slow relative to the other. The motivation for this is to
separate out the relative contribution that prey and predator evolution make to
19
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Figure 1.3: Bifurcation diagram for variable cost model showing the cycling region
as Ax and Ay are increased from a slow rate of evolution (Ax = Ay = 0.2), to an
intermediate rate (Ax = Ay = 0.5), to a fast rate of evolution (Ax = Ay = 2).
In region A there is stable coexistence of both population and trait dynamics. In
regionB, everything either cycles or there is stable coexistence depending on initial
conditions (i.e. bistable region). In region C, the prey trait x→ 0 while predator
trait and population dynamics continue to cycle. The Hopf curve is marked by a
solid line and the curve of Saddle Node of Limit Cycles (SNLC) is denoted by the
dashed black line. We do not show here the region where one or both populations
go extinct. Note that the x- and y-axis do not start at zero to highlight the
differences in cycling region in each panel.
the dynamics of the system. Abrams & Matsuda (1997) for example, showed that
differences in the time scale between the density of the predator and vulnerabil-
ity of the prey can lead to destabilization of the interaction (3). In our system,
the following cases were analyzed: fast evolving predator and prey, slow evolving
predator and prey, fast evolving predator - slow evolving prey, and finally, slow
evolving predator - fast evolving prey. In all four cases, we set the additive genetic
variance terms to 0.5 when considering fast evolution and to 0.2 when considering
slow evolution.
For the fixed cost model, when prey evolve slowly, the system is less stable. The
least stable case is when the prey are evolving slowly relative to predator evolution.
For the variable cost model, the range of cycling also seems to depend on the rate
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Figure 1.4: Bifurcation diagram for the fixed cost model showing the cycling region
as Ax and Ay are increased from a slow rate of evolution (Ax = Ay = 0.01) to
fast evolution (Ax = Ay = 0.5). In region A there is stable coexistence of both
population and trait dynamics. In region B, everything cycles. In region C, the
prey trait x→ 0 while predator trait and population dynamics continue to cycle.
of evolution of the prey. However, in this case a slower rate of prey evolution leads
to an increase in stability of the system. The smallest region of cycling occurs for
the fast predator - slow prey system and the largest range of cycling occurs for the
slow predator - fast prey system (Figure 1.6). A second point to note is that, as
prey evolution slows, the region of prey trait cycling is much smaller than when the
trait evolves quickly. In fact, in each of the two systems with slow evolving prey,
the trait is lost before the Hopf bifurcation is even reached so that prey cycling
only occurs in the region of bistability.
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Figure 1.5: Bifurcation diagram for the fixed cost model showing the dynamics
when prey are evolving fast or slow relative to the speed of predator evolution. In
this case, Ax = Ay = 0.2 represents slow evolution and Ax = Ay = 0.5 represents
fast evolution. (A=stable coexistence, B=everything cycles and C=prey trait
x→ 0 while predator trait and population dynamics continue to cycle.)
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Figure 1.6: Bifurcation diagram for the variable cost model showing the dynamics
when prey are evolving fast or slow relative to the speed of predator evolution.
Ax = Ay = 0.2 represents slow evolution and Ax = Ay = 0.5 represents fast
evolution. (A=stable coexistence, B=everything cycles and C=prey trait x → 0
while predator trait and population dynamics continue to cycle.)
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1.4.5 Investigating Criteria for Stability Through Equilib-
ria Comparison
Thus far, we have provided a detailed look at the stability of the system through
bifurcation analyses. This was done for a range of a and G values as well as for
a small subset of predator and prey additive genetic variance. From this initial
analysis, our results indicate that the variable cost model is more stable than the
fixed cost model. The robustness of these results can be checked by comparison of
equilibrium stability between both models for the full range of all parameters in
the system.
For ease of analysis we use a 3-dimensional system that includes prey evolution
but no predator evolution. We do this, in part, because our analysis in sections
1.4.3 and 1.4.4 indicate that prey evolution is more important in driving the dy-
namics than predator evolution. Furthermore, preliminary bifurcation analysis of
this model (results not included here) indicated that it is qualitatively similar to
the full coevolutionary system and can therefore be used without loss of generality.
Fixed cost
N˙ = N
(
1−N −
Ge−xP
q +N
− ax
)
P˙ = P
(
Ge−xN
q +N
− d
)
x˙ = xAx
(
Ge−xP
q +N
− a
)
(1.10)
Variable cost
N˙ = N
(
1−N −
Ge−xP
q +N
− axN
)
P˙ = P
(
Ge−xN
q +N
− d
)
x˙ = xAx
(
Ge−xP
q +N
− aN
)
(1.11)
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To ask whether the variable cost model is more or less stable than the fixed cost
model, we have to specify how we “pair up” the models that will be compared. One
way is to keep parameters the same in the two models; this is what the bifurcation
analyses in Matcont are doing. Another way of comparing the stability of each
system is to keep the equilibrium the same between models. In order to match up
the two models for direct equilibrium comparison, the variable cost model must
be transformed so that it looks like the fixed cost model. Let av refer to the cost
parameter in the variable cost model and af refer to the cost parameter in the fixed
cost model. If the value of a in the variable cost model is set to be av = af/N¯ ,
and no other parameter is changed, then the equilibrium point in the fixed cost
model, (N¯, P¯ , x¯) will be the same equilibrium for the variable cost model.
Once a fixed point has been found, we can derive the Jacobians of each system
at that equilibrium point and from these matrices obtain the characteristic poly-
nomial:
P (λ) = λ3 + a1λ
2 + a2λ+ a3. (1.12)
The coefficients of this polynomial can be used to derive the Routh-Hurwitz sta-
bility criterion. This criterion determines the range of values for each parameter
that maintain stable coexistence of the populations. The stability criterion for a
3 × 3 system states that in order for a system to be stable, the following three
conditions must all hold:
c1 > 0, c3 > 0, c1c2 − c3 > 0, (1.13)
where c1, c2, and c3 are the coefficients of 1.12. When any of the above conditions
are violated, the system becomes unstable and gives rise to cycling.
The Jacobians of this pair of models is first derived using the untransformed
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prey trait cost for each model av and af . We use the general result that for a
model of the form x˙i = xiri(x1, x2, · · · , xn) the Jacobian entries at a steady state
where the xi are all positive are Ji,j = x¯i
∂ri
∂xj
. For the fixed-cost model, the matrix
Rf , whose (i, j)
th entry is
∂ri
∂xj
, is found to be:
Rf =


−1 +
Ge−xP¯(
q + N¯
)2 − Ge
−x¯
q + N¯
Ge−x¯P¯
q + N¯
− af
Ge−x¯(
q + N¯
)2 0 −Ge
−x¯N¯
q + N¯
−
AxGe
−x¯P¯(
q + N¯
)2 AxGe
−x
q + N¯
−
AxGe
−x¯P¯
q + N¯


. (1.14)
The condition that x˙ = 0 at steady state, namely Ge
−x¯P¯
q+N¯
= af , implies that the
(1, 3) entry of Rf equals 0. The corresponding results for the variable-cost model
are:
Rv =


−1 +
Ge−x¯P¯(
q + N¯
)2 − avx¯ − Ge
−x¯
q + N¯
Ge−x¯P¯
q + N¯
− avN¯
Ge−x¯(
q + N¯
)2 0 −Ge
−x¯N¯
q + N¯
−
AxGe
−xP
(q +N)2
−Axav
AxGe
−x¯
q + N¯
−
AxGe
−x¯P¯
q + N¯


. (1.15)
The steady state condition x˙ = 0 for this model implies that the (1, 3) entry of Rv
equals 0, where Ge
−x¯P¯
q+N¯
= avN¯ . Therefore we have
Rv −Rf =


−avx¯ 0 0
0 0 0
−Axav 0 0


. (1.16)
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Simplifying Jacobians
The Jacobian for the fixed cost model can be simplified using the steady state
conditions (omitting the overbars for convenience)
Ge−xN
q +N
= d,
Ge−xP
q +N
= af (1.17)
from which it follows that N/P = d/af and therefore afN = dP . The result is
Jf =


−N +
afN
(q +N)
−d 0
af
(q +N)
0 −afN
−
afAxx
(q +N)
dAxx/N −afAxx


. (1.18)
Equation (1.16) gives the terms (after multiplication by the fixed point for each
row) that must be added to Jf to get Jv. The steady state conditions for the
variable cost model say that
Ge−xN
q +N
= d,
Ge−xP
q +N
= avN (1.19)
from which it follows that N2/P = d/av and therefore avN
2 = dP . The result
here is
Jv =


−N +
avN
2
(q +N)
− avNx −d 0
avN
(q +N)
0 −avN
2
−
avNAxx
(q +N)
− avAxx
dAxx
N
−avNAxx


. (1.20)
Plugging in the transformation that av = af/N the only difference in the Jacobians
is at Jv(1, 1) and Jv(3, 1), where
Jv − Jf =


−af x¯ 0 0
0 0 0
−
af
N
Axx 0 0


. (1.21)
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The next step is to derive the characteristic equation for Jf and Jv and look at
the Routh-Hurwitz coefficients. Using the stability conditions defined in 1.13, we
find that c1, c2 and c3 are all larger for the variable cost model than for the fixed
cost model. This means that everything hinges on the final criterion, c1c2 > c3. It
suffices for our purposes to show that if we take c1c2−c3 for the variable-cost model,
and subtract off the same quantity for the fixed-cost model, we get something
positive. If so, it would show that any time the fixed cost model satisfies the 3rd
condition, the variable-cost model does too. In other words, if the coefficients
were always larger in the variable cost model, than this system would be always
less likely to destabilize then the fixed cost model. The difference is found to be
a2x/(q +N) times a quadratic polynomial in Ax,
P = XA2x + Y Ax + Z (1.22)
with coefficients
X = ax2(q +N)
Y = qaNx2 + 2qxN + ax2N2 + 2xN2 − dq − dN − 2axN
Z = dq.
(1.23)
In 1.23 the constant and quadratic coefficients (X and Z) are always positive.
From this, it can be concluded that for Ax very small, or for Ax very large, the
variable-cost model will be stable whenever the fixed-cost model is stable. At
intermediate values of Ax, the situation is not yet clear. As x→ 0 we have Z > 0,
Y < 0 and X → 0 (x → 0 would generally result from a being large, but the
steady state condition N˙ = 0 implies ax < 1). For extremely small values of x,
1.22 becomes negative when Ax ≥ 1, so we might expect to find fixed cost stable
while variable cost is unstable. Because an explicit analytical expression can not be
found for the fixed point to determine when Y is positive and when it is negative,
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numerical studies are employed to determine under what conditions the stability
criteria are violated.
Numerical study
To understand what happens to the stability of both systems for intermediate
values of Ax, we generate many random parameter sets, each set representing a
specific instance of a fixed point. The parameter set generated must meet the con-
dition that all coordinates are positive when plugged into the equilibrium point,
(N¯, P¯ , x¯). This means that the predator and prey must have a coexistence equi-
librium if we set x = 0, and at that equilibrium there must be selection for x to
increase. This means that ∂x˙/∂x > 0, which yields the condition that GP
q+N
−a > 0
near x = 0. By the usual analysis of the Rosenzweig-MacArthur model, the prey
steady state is N¯0 = dq/(G − d) (from the P˙ = 0 condition). Due to the scaling
of the prey and predator density, both N and P range between zero and one. Set-
ting these bounds on the N¯0 equation, with some algebraic manipulation, we get
that there is a prey-predator coexistence equilibrium if G > dq+ d. The condition
N˙ = 0 implies that when x = 0, GP¯0/(q+N¯0) = 1−N¯0. There is then selection for
x to increase if a < 1−N¯0 = 1−
dq
G−d
. The following restrictions on the parameters
now apply:
G > dq + d, a < 1−
dq
G− d
. (1.24)
To find equilibrium solutions to test the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, an expression
for the fixed point (N¯ , P¯ , x¯) must be defined in terms of the parameters so that a
solution can be found for each parameter set generated. Using the second steady
state condition in (1.17), and plugging this in to the non-trivial solution of N˙ = 0,
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we obtain
1− N¯ − a− ax¯ = 0 (1.25)
The first condition in (1.17) can be solved for N¯ as a function of x¯, giving N¯ =
dq
Ge−x−d
. Plugging this in to (1.25), yields an expression for x¯ which is monotonically
decreasing. The roots of this equation are obtained numerically, and from this, N¯
can be computed. In a similar fashion, an explicit solution for P¯ = (a/d)N¯ can
also be found.
We now have the equilibrium solution (N¯, P¯ , x¯) in terms of the parameters, as
well as the constraints on those parameters in order for coexistence. The next step
is to generate specific instances of the fixed point and then analyze the stability
of this equilibrium point using the Routh-Hurwitz condition, c1c2 − c3, for each
model. These quantities are referred to as Sf and Sv, for the fixed and variable
cost models respectively. Specifically, many realizations of the stability conditions
are generated for each fixed point using parameter values drawn from a random
uniform distribution. The range of parameter is restricted to match the conditions
for coexistence in (1.24) such that:
d ∈ (0, 1)
q ∈ (0, 1)
G ∈ (1.25, 10)× (dq + d)
a ∈ (0, amax), amax = 1−
dq
G− d
Ax ∈ (0.5, 15).
(1.26)
This is deliberately a very broad range to give a full scope of how each parameter
contributes to stability. In the top left panel of Figure 1.7 it can be seen that, for
most of the parameter sets generated, the stability condition c1c2 > c3, is not
violated for either model. A larger positive value of c1c2 − c3 implies a lower
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Figure 1.7: Simulation results for Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion with randomly
drawn parameter sets. The y axis in all but the top left plot is (Sv−Sf)/(1+ |Sv|+
|Sf |), which has the same sign as Sv − Sf . The top left plot shows the signs of Sv
and Sf for each fixed point generated, where a positive value implies stability of
the system. The other three panels show what happens to the relative stability of
variable vs. fixed cost for relevant parameters: dq, a, and Ax.
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likelihood of the system becoming unstable. Interestingly, when comparing the
stability criteria for both models, Sv > Sf in 99.7% of the 25000 parameter sets
generated. This implies that, even when both systems are stable, in some sense,
the variable cost is more stable than the fixed cost model because it it less likely
to violate the stability criterion. However, Figure 1.7 also demonstrates that all
four logical possibilities can occur and (though rare), that the fixed cost model can
sometimes be stable while the variable cost model is unstable (Sf > 0 and Sv < 0).
The other three panels of Figure 1.7 show the relative stability of both models and
demonstrates for what parameter values Sv − Sf < 0.
Our results indicate that variable cost is more stabilizing than fixed cost over
a broader range of all parameter values. To find under what parameter values
the reverse is true, we limit our analysis to look only at absolute stability, where
Sv < 0 and Sf > 0. Using a model fitting function (generalized additive model),
the condition, Sv < 0 and Sf > 0, is determined as a function of Ax, a, d and q.
These fits can then be used to predict the likelihood of this outcome occurring for
different values of each parameter (Figure 1.8). Panel a shows that the variable cost
model is mostly likely to become destabilized while the fixed cost model remains
stable for intermediate rates of prey evolution (at approximately Ax = 2). This has
been plotted using a large range of Ax values to demonstrate the non-monotonic
change in stability of the variable cost model as the speed of evolution is varied.
From the perturbation analysis in section 1.4.3, Ax = 2 is already a fast rate
of evolution, and probably a more biologically reasonable rate of evolution than
Ax = 15 which can be equated with an instantaneous rate of evolution. Given
this, numerical simulations are run again to determine stability of the fixed points
within this reduced range of Ax. Panels b, c, and d show the probability of Sv < 0
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Figure 1.8: Estimated probability that Sv < 0 and Sf > 0 as a function of Ax
(1), a (2), d (3), and q (4), for randomly generated parameter sets. Using the
gam function in R, we can obtain a fit for Sv < 0 and Sf > 0 as a function of
each parameter and then predict the likelihood that this outcome will occur as
that parameter value is varied. The solid lines in panels b, c and d represent
the predicted outcomes based on the full range of Ax values (Ax ∈ (0.5, 15)). The
dotted line in each panel shows the outcomes for the restricted range, Ax ∈ (0.5, 2).
See section 1.4.5 in the text for details.
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and Sf > 0 for parameters a, d and q. Both the full range of Ax values tested
(solid black line), as well as the more biologically realistic subset of Ax ∈ (0.5, 2)
are shown. Reducing the range of Ax values highlights the fact that the probability
of the variable cost model becoming unstable while the fixed cost model is stable is
relatively small. High cost of defense will destabilize the system up to a point, but
is less likely to destabilize the variable cost model at the highest range of a values
for which the fixed point exists (panel b). As predator mortality, d, increases, the
probability that, Sv < 0 and Sf > 0, also increases (panel c). Increasing the value
of predator half-saturation constant, q has very little affect on the stability of the
variable cost model, although higher values are slightly more likely to increase the
likelihood that Sv < 0 and Sf > 0. However, the dotted line in panel d shows
that the probability of the variable cost model becoming unstable as a function of
q shrinks to almost zero when we decrease the range of Ax. The parameter that
contributes most strongly to the destabilization of the variable cost model is the
cost for prey defense, a.
1.4.6 Understanding the underlying biology
We have employed a variety of numerical methods to analyze the dynamics of
both models and our results demonstrate the stabilizing effect that variable cost
can have on the dynamics. Here, we discuss why this might be biologically true
by looking at what contributes to stability in the variable cost model the prey
trade-off curve is redefined. One way to understand the stability of each model
is to look at the difference in the Jacobians and to see how each of these terms
separately contributes to stability.
The Jacobian of the variable cost model differs from the fixed cost model in
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only two entries of the matrix, namely at Jv(1, 1) and Jv(3, 1) (see equation (1.21)).
Biologically, Jv(1, 1) represents the impact that a small increase in prey density has
on prey growth rate. Jv(3, 1) represents the sensitivity of the prey trait to changes
in prey density. Recall that, the fitness consequence of the trait is proportional
to population size in the variable cost model. Therefore, a change in population
size has an effect on the fitness cost of the trait, which is proportional to the mean
trait value. In the Jv(1, 1) entry, the variable cost model has an extra term, −af x¯,
which reflects the total decrease in fecundity of the prey population based on the
mean trait value of the population. In the Jv(3, 1) the extra term −
af
N
Axx can be
thought of as the variation in cost due to changes in population size.
What we want to determine is what role each of these extra terms play in the
stability of the variable cost model, and under what conditions they lead to the
variable cost model becoming less stable than the fixed cost model. We define
two additional parameters, η and ǫ, where η, ǫ = 1. The extra term in Jv(1, 1) is
multiplied by ǫ and the extra term in Jv(3, 1) by η. Then, η and ǫ serve simply as
markers which allow us to determine what the extra terms in Jv(1, 1) and Jv(3, 1)
contribute to the stability of equation (1.23). From the Routh-Hurwitz stability
analysis, the variable cost model is more stable than the fixed cost model whenever
equation (1.23) is greater than zero. Repeating the Jacobian analysis of section
1.4.5 with the inclusion of η and ǫ, a new expression for Sv − Sf can be obtained.
As in 1.22, this polynomial expresses the difference in the Routh-Hurwitz criterion,
c1c2 − c3, for each model. Adding ǫ and η to Jv, the new coefficients are:
X = ax2(q +N)ǫ
Y = qNax2ǫ2 + 2qxNǫ+ ax2N2ǫ2 + 2xN2ǫ− dqη − dNη − 2axNǫ
Z = dqǫ
(1.27)
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In the above equation, η appears only in the Y coefficient and is always asso-
ciated with a negative value. This implies that in equation 1.16 the extra term in
Jv(3, 1) always contributes to the instability of the variable cost model. In other
words, a small change in prey density will lead to cycling of the prey trait. The
fact that Jv(3, 1) always contributes to cycling behavior of the system implies that
what makes the variable cost model more stable than the fixed cost model lies en-
tirely in the difference between the two Jacobian matrices at Jv(1, 1). Looking at
the contribution of Jv(1, 1) to the sign of Y (by observing which terms include ǫ), it
can be seen that ǫ is positive in all the terms but one (−2axNǫ). We can conclude
from this that an increase in prey density mostly has a positive (i.e. stabilizing)
affect on prey growth rate, but under some conditions can be destabilizing. (Recall
that for this analysis we are looking at the equilibrium value of N¯ , which is de-
fined in terms of all the parameters in our system. This means that all parameters
contribute to the destabilizing effect of −2axNǫ.)
If the extra term in Jv(1, 1) were removed so that Jv(1, 1) = Jf(1, 1), then
the variable cost model would always be less stabilizing than the fixed cost for all
parameter values. So why exactly does a small change in prey density generally
have a stabilizing effect on prey growth rate? At high densities, defense is very
costly due to increased prey density. Prey give up very quickly on defense, and as
a consequence, they get reduced down to low density by the predator. At the same
time, once the defense is lost, there is a lower cost for defense and because density
and cost are both low, prey are able to initially grow very quickly. However, as
they grow, so does the cost which then acts to drag the population back down.
The result is that population cycles tend to get damped out.
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1.5 Discussion
Our major results are:
• Adding evolution to the ecological predator-prey system stabilizes the inter-
action.
• There is a trade-off between fecundity and defense which leads prey to “give
up” on defense when cost is too high.
• Variable cost of prey defense is more stabilizing than fixed cost except in rare
cases.
• The fixed cost model is increasingly more stable as the rate of evolution
increases. For variable cost, the system is stabilized by very slow or very fast
evolution and less stable for intermediate rates of evolution.
• The effect of relative rate of prey and predator evolution on stability differs
between the models. Fast prey evolution stabilizes the fixed cost model, but
destabilizes the variable cost model, at least within an intermediate range of
prey additive genetic variance.
Our results indicate that evolution can have a stabilizing affect on population
dynamics, regardless of how the cost of prey defense is defined. Historically, little
thought has been given to the importance of evolutionary change on ecological
dynamics. This was largely due to the belief that the evolutionary dynamics oc-
curred on a much slower time scale than the ecology and therefor were irrelevant
in controlling the ecological dynamics. There is mounting evidence however, both
in models and in empirical studies (3; 22; 38) that evolutionary dynamics can play
a large role in the stability of predator-prey interactions. Jones et al. (2009),
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for example, found that classic predator-prey cycles in a rotifer-algal chemostat
could be suddenly damped out when algae evolved a defense against predation
(16). One explanation for the stabilizing effects of evolution is that the energetic
cost for investment in a trait can lead to a trade-off between fecundity and defense
(4; 18; 40). The existence of trade-offs naturally imposes a constraint on how
defended the prey population can become (24).
When we allowed both species to evolve but imposed a trade-off between de-
fense and fecundity our system was more stable relative to the ecological model,
regardless of whether prey defense cost was variable or fixed. Yet, how sensitive
this cost is to environmental stress (i.e. increased population density) can have
a large impact on just how stabilizing evolution is, particularly when evolution is
occurring very slowly relative to the ecology. Where the cost of defense is density-
independent (fixed cost model) and evolution is slow, there is very little difference
in the cycling regime with a model that incorporates no evolution at all. In con-
trast, the dynamics for density-dependent costs are quite stable for low rates of
evolution. Observations of natural systems often do not exhibit cycles as frequently
as is predicted by the paradox of enrichment (21; 26; 15; 31). The fact that vari-
able cost of prey defense is so stabilizing might be one explanation for why this is
so.
We have seen from both models, that the cost of prey defense can act in self-
regulating the prey. The difference between the fixed and variable cost model
is how self-regulating the cost of defense is. In the case where cost is variable,
so is the amount of self-regulation. An increase in prey density in the model
corresponds to a proportional increase in the cost to defend. This ensures that
prey do not overshoot their equilibrium, a situation known to give rise to cycling
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in the classical predator-prey model. The result is that variable cost regulates the
effects of the paradox of enrichment. In contrast, in the fixed cost model when
the cost of defense is low, prey are more likely to overshoot their equilibrium as
population density increases. This leads to a scenario described by (29) as prey
escape. Here, there is a delay before the predator population can respond, which
gives rise to population cycling. When cost is high and prey population density is
low, predation acts to suppress the prey far below their natural carrying capacity
which also can lead to cycles. (25) define as the suppression-stability trade-off.
These two examples highlight that mechanisms exist in the fixed cost model both
at low and high prey densities that may lead to the continuation of cycles that do
not exist in the variable cost model.
We have seen that the sensitivity of defense cost to prey density can be quite
important in determining the dynamics of the system. In addition, the relative
speed of predator verses prey evolution plays a large role in the stability of the
system. However, the rate at which the prey evolve appears to control population
dynamics much more strongly than the speed of predator evolution. In general,
although predator evolution alone can drive population cycles, it is unlikely to do
so (1). The importance of prey evolution to the ecological dynamics in our models
was emphasized by the fact that the 3-D which included only prey evolution were
qualitatively quite similar to the full 4-D evolutionary models. These results are
consistent with a study by (38) which showed that very little generalization about
the model was lost through the exclusion of predator evolution. In other words,
prey evolution was the driving force for shifts in population dynamics. In addition,
their model showed that as the speed of evolution increased, so did stability of the
system.
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From numerical analysis of the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, we determined that
when prey evolve very quickly or very slowly relative to the ecological dynamics,
the variable cost model is always more stable than the fixed cost model, but at
intermediate rates of prey evolution, variable cost can sometimes be less stable.
Other factors that contribute to the variable cost model occasionally becoming un-
stable while fixed cost remains stable are an increase in the following: prey defense
cost, predator mortality rate and predator half-saturation constant (a measure of
grazing efficiency). A known result of predator-prey interactions is that an increase
in predator grazing efficiency can destabilize an otherwise stable interaction (1).
It is somewhat surprising then, that a less efficient predator might destabilize an
otherwise stable system. However, from Figure 1.8, there is very little increase
in the probability that the variable cost model becomes unstable while fixed cost
remains stable as the half-saturation constant, q increases. In addition, (1) has
shown that a decrease in predator grazing when the prey are abundant can lead to
destabilization and this scenario might be possible if the predator is a less efficient
grazer. The parameter that is most important in determining the stability of the
variable cost model is prey defense cost, a. It is not surprising that this is such
an important parameter in the variable cost model as it is directly linked to pop-
ulation density. In effect, prey cost serves to hold the prey equilibrium far below
the natural prey carrying capacity which has a known destabilizing effect on the
interaction.
One argument that has been posed for the creation of eco-evolutionary models
to describe predator-prey interactions is that evolution can happen on an ecological
time scale and can therefore directly impact the type of dynamics seen in the
system (1; 39; 14; 16). This is certainly true in both the fixed and variable cost
models when the speed of evolution is fast. However, we would argue that, in
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the case where the cost of prey defense is impacted by environmental stress (i.e.
variable cost model) considering evolution is important when studying population
dynamics. This is true even when the rate of evolution is much slower than the
ecological dynamics.
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CHAPTER 2
TOP-DOWN VS. BOTTOM-UP CONTROL OF CALANUS
FINMARCHICUS IN THE GULF OF MAINE
2.1 Abstract
During the 1990s the Gulf of Maine (GOM) underwent an ecosystem regime
shift associated with an increase in freshwater inputs. This freshening has been
linked to increased phytoplankton abundance, which in turn positively affected the
growth of zooplankton and, consequently, many pelagic fish populations. Calanus
finmarchicus is one of the most abundant species of zooplankton in the GOM
and so is an important prey source for many species higher up the food chain
such as herring and the North Atlantic right whale. While reproduction for C.
finmarchicus was high during this period, abundance of the later stages of the
surface population was paradoxically low. Adult herring preferentially feed on the
later copepodid stages; it is therefore possible that increased herring presence ex-
erted top-down control on C. finmarchicus. An alternative hypothesis is that the
changes in phytoplankton abundance during the 1990s impacted recruitment of
C. finmarchicus into the later stages. Specifically, phytoplankton variability may
impact whether C. finmarchicus remain at the surface to reproduce or enter into
a resting state until the following year, emerging to take advantage of the spring
bloom. Using three simple differential equation models, we examined the inter-
play of top-down verses bottom-up processes on the observed changes in seasonal
patterns of surface populations of late-stage C. finmarchicus. Two of the mod-
els defined recruitment into late-stage C. finmarchicus as a function of available
phytoplankton, where development into the later-stages was described as either a
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decreasing or increasing function of food. The third model assumed that a fixed
fraction enter into the later-stages regardless of available food. For each model, we
examined three different cases to test the importance of top-down vs. bottom-up
processes: both food availability and fish abundance increased in the 1990s; food
abundance stayed the same but fish increased; fish abundance stayed the same
but food increased. Time series data for C. finmarchicus and for phytoplankton
abundance were obtained from the GOM Continuous Plankton Recorder survey
which has been collected since 1969. Other reasonable parameter values were ob-
tained directly from the literature or through maximum likelihood estimates. The
goodness-of-fit of each model was quantified using the Akaike Informational Crite-
rion (AIC). The best fit to the data was the model which described development
into the later stages as a decreasing function of food and incorporated changes in
both herring and phytoplankton abundances.
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2.2 Introduction
In the period between 1992 and 2002 in the Gulf of Maine (GOM), water salinity
declined across the Northwest Atlantic (41). Freshining was associated with an
increase in phytoplankton abundance particularly during autumn (23). This in
turn, led to increased abundance of most zooplankton species (48), including early
stages of C. finmarchicus. C. finmarchicus is particularly abundant in the North
Atlantic, comprising more than half of the total zooplankton biomass (49; 31).
While the abundance of early C. finmarchicus stages was high throughout the
1990s, recruitment into the later stages was paradoxically low (48). The decline
of the later stages has been studied extensively in the last decade, in part because
C. finmarchicus is an important food source for a number of planktivorous species
including cod, herring (33; 14) and the endangered North Atlantic right whale
Eubalena glacialis (22; 5; 54).
A number of theories have been proposed to explain this decrease in late-stage
C. finmarchicus. Some researchers have suggested that increased abundance of
pelagic fish species in the 1990s led to a top-down control on C. finmarchicus
(17; 18; 4). This might be particularly true of herring which preferentially feed
on late-stage C. finmarchicus (7; 14). An alternative theory is that changes in
phytoplankton abundance, which were tied to increased water freshening, affected
recruitment of C. finmarchicus into adulthood (29; 31). Specifically, whether C.
finmarchicus transition into diapause (i.e. resting state) in deeper water at the
end of the early copepodite stages or instead remain at the surface to moult into
adulthood and reproduce has been linked to the amount of available phytoplank-
ton.
For this study, we will focus on the late-stage surface populations C. finmarchi-
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cus. We incorporate both predation by herring and seasonal variations in phyto-
plankton abundance to understand the role each might have played in the decreased
abundance of late stage C. finmarchicus. Our main questions are: If the 1990s saw
an increase in fresh water and thereby an increase in C. finmarchicus reproduction,
why was there a decrease in recruitment into the later age classes? Can this de-
crease be explained by seasonal changes in food availability alone or is the inclusion
of increased herring presence needed in order to explain the patterns of abundance
observed in the 1990s?
We propose to answer these questions through a series of differential equation
models describing changes in abundance of late-stage C. finmarchicus. Herring and
phytoplankton abundances are included in the models as seasonally varying forcing
terms. We examine three models based on different hypotheses about the mecha-
nism controlling recruitment: the probability of entering into the non-diapausing
population is a decreasing function of available food; the probability of entering
into these stages is an increasing function of food; a fixed fraction enter into the
later stages independent of phytoplankton abundance. For each model, we con-
sider three cases describing the relative roles of top-down and bottom-up process:
both phytoplankton and herring abundances were higher than normal between the
1980s and the 1990s; only herring abundance increased in the 1990s, while food
abundance remained the same (averaged across decades); only phytoplankton in-
creased in the 1990s while herring remained the same. Throughout the paper,
we refer to each combination of “model/case” as a “scenario”. Goodness-of-fit of
scenarios is determined through the use of the Akaike Information Criterion (1).
Our results indicate that the best fit to the data is the scenario which assumes that
transition into the late-stage non-diapause class is a decreasing function of food
and that both phytoplankton and herring abundance were higher in the 1990s.
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2.3 Background and Hypotheses
2.3.1 Observed climate and zooplankton data
The NW Atlantic experienced a general water freshening throughout the 1990s
from the Labrador Sea to the mid-Atlantic bight (23). This colder, less saline
water was, in part, a result of changes in atmospheric pressure in the Arctic which
brought on circulation shifts that moved freshwater down into the region. An
observed reduction in the amplitude of the annual temperature cycle in late win-
ter/early spring throughout this decade implies that winter mixing was decreased
(41). Increased stratification in turn led to an unusually high phytoplankton and
zooplankton abundance in autumn (15) (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). This shift in abun-
dance was seen throughout the entire annual cycle during the 1990s. Smaller
species of zooplankton such as Centropages typicus and Oithona spp., which pre-
dominantly rely on the fall bloom for growth, exhibited a dramatic jump in abun-
dance of almost an order of magnitude from their average density in the 1980s
(panels A, B of Figure 2.2). We refer to these species throughout the remainder
of the paper simply as Centropages and Oithona. Early stages of C. finmarchicus,
which are generally more of a spring-dominated species, nonetheless also demon-
strated an increase in abundance from their levels in the previous decade (panel
C) (48). However the later stages of C. finmarchicus exhibited a simultaneous
decrease in seasonal abundance (panel D). Statistical analysis for differences in
mean seasonal abundances between decades for phytoplankton, zooplankton spp.,
and sea surface temperature can be found in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Annual patterns of phytoplankton abundance comparing an average
year in the 1980s (solid line) to an average year in the 1990s (dashed line). Here,
Phytoplankton Color Index (PCI) is used as a proxy for phytoplankton abundance.
See 2.4 for more details on PCI and on how data were fit using a model fitting
function.
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Figure 2.2: Annual patterns of zooplankton abundance comparing an average year
in the 1980s versus an average year in the 1990s for Centropages (A), Oithona
(B), early-stage C. finmarchicus (C), and late-stage C.finmarchicus (D). 1980s
abundances are marked by a solid line and 1990s abundances by a dashed line.
Early-stage C. finmarchicus represents classes C1-C4 copepodites and late-stage
represents C5 non-diapause and C6 classes. For each taxon, a periodic spline was
fit to the mean monthly values averaged over each decade.
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Table 2.1: Two sample t-tests for phytoplankton abundance (PCI), sea surface temperature (SST) and zooplankton comparing
the 1980s mean to the 1990s mean. Zooplankton include Centropages ,Oithona , C. finmarchicus stages 1-4 (C1-C4), C.
finmarchicus stages 5-6 (C5-C6). The C. finmarchicus C5-C6 data does not include the diapausing C5 class. A negative
t value means that the 1990s had a higher mean than the 1980s for that time period. Two sample t-tests were performed
for four different time periods: January-March, April-June, July-September, and October-December. A value of p > 0.5 is
considered to be non-significant
Jan-Mar Apr-Jun Jul-Sep Oct-Dec
t df p t df p t df p t df p
PCI -4 543 << 0.001 2.8 579 0.01 -2.4 589 0.02 -5.6 581 << 0.001
SST 2.48 35 0.02 0.6 53 0.58 -0.8 54 0.42 -0.17 54 0.86
Ctyp -4.7 545 << 0.001 -6.4 574 << 0.001 -9.6 615 << 0.001 -9 601 << 0.001
Oith -6.4 545 << 0.001 -6 574 << 0.001 -6.1 615 << 0.001 -9 601 << 0.001
C1-C4 -4.6 545 << 0.001 -2.9 574 0.006 -2.6 615 0.01 -1.2 601 0.22
C5-C6 8.1 545 << 0.001 -2.4 574 0.02 5.8 615 << 0.001 8.6 601 << 0.001
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2.3.2 Hypotheses 1: Top-down processes suppress late-
stage C. finmarchicus
The shift in plankton abundance was reflected in increased abundances higher
up the food chain among several species of fish including yellowtail, witch flounder
and winter flounder (48). Herring in particular exhibited a remarkable jump in
density increasing to ten times the mean abundance of the 1980s (45; 46). This
was in part a result of the decrease in fishing effort on herring in the late 1970s, due
to the exclusion of foreign fleets. Reduced fishing mortality allowed for a steady
recovery of herring over the last three decades. In addition, herring exhibited an
increase in larval recruitment into adulthood starting in the late 1980s which also
aided in their recovery(53).
Although multiple fish species consume C. finmarchicus at some stage in their
development, herring are known to feed on C. finmarchicus throughout their life-
time. Limited by the size of their mouth parts, herring larvae feed on the naupliar
stages of small copepods available to them including Centropages typicus, Oithona
spp. and early copepodite stages of C. finmarchicus (11). However, once they reach
the juvenile and adult stages, mouth parts become larger and more developed and
adult herring preferentially feed on late-stage C. finmarchicus (14). There are a
variety of mechanisms by which herring feed. They are able to use their gill rakers
to filter-feed as well as visually detect larger prey and attack through biting (3; 19).
Considering the tenfold increase in the standing stock biomass of adult herring in
the 1990s, it is conceivable that herring played a key role in reducing late-stage C.
finmarchicus.
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2.3.3 Hypotheses 2: Bottom-up processes suppress late-
stage C. finmarchicus
An alternative hypothesis is that bottom-up process are entirely responsible
for the shifts observed in the 1990s. C. finmarchicus has 13 developmental stages:
egg, 6 nauplii (N1-N6), 5 copepodid (C1-C5) and adult(C6). At the end of the
C4 stage, C. finmarchicus will develop into one of two types of C5 copepodids:
diapause (C5D) and non-diapause (C5ND). C5D will migrate to depths below 150
m (5) where they will remain for up to six months before emerging and becoming
adults. C5ND will remain in the top 50 meters (28), molt into adulthood within
two weeks and begin reproducing.
In the Gulf of Maine there are two generations of C. finmarchicus per year. The
first generation begins to emerge in January and reaches the C4 stage 2-3 months
later (37). At this point some fraction transition into diapause and migrate to
deeper waters where they remain for the next 3-6 months. The rest remain at
the surface as C5ND, giving rise to the the second generation (40). The second
generation typically reaches the end of the C4 stage in mid-July and again, some
fraction go into diapause while the rest become C5ND. By late August most of the
population (about 90%) is in diapause (40; 52).
There is much debate as to what proportion of C4s transition into diapause
and what processes governs this transition. One possible explanation is that the
amount of available phytoplankton acts as a direct cue for diapause entry. (28) for
suggest that if food concentrations are below a critical threshold at the end of the
C4 developmental stage, C. finmarchicus will enter into the C5D class to avoid bad
conditions. A second hypothesis is that if a developing C. finmarchicus has not
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attained enough lipid stores by the time it reaches the end of the C4 development
stage, it will not be able to enter diapause. Instead the copepodid will remain at
the surface as a C5ND (31). Under this hypothesis, C. finmarchicus is more likely
to enter diapause when food conditions are good. Speirs ruled out food dependence
as a mechanism for transition in favor of the idea that, at any given time, a fixed
fraction (70%) enter diapause regardless of available food while the rest enter into
C5ND (52).
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2.4 Model Description
2.4.1 Model Overview
Our model is a two dimensional ordinary differential equation, focused on abun-
dances across an average year in the 1980s versus an average year in the 1990s for
late-stage C5 non-diapause (C5ND) and adults (C6). The C5 diapause (C5D) class
is not included in the model because we do not have data for this class. The model
equations are:
dC5
dt
= p
C4(t)
D4(T )
−GH(t)
C5
q + C5 + C6
−
(
1
D5(T )
+m5(T )
)
C5
dC6
dt
=
C5
D5(T )
−GH(t)
C6
q + C5 + C6
−m6(T )C6.
(2.1)
This set of equations represent the rate of change of C5ND and C6 densities over
time, so that:
dC5
dt
= maturation from C4 to C5ND - predation - maturation to C6 - mortality
dC6
dt
= maturation from C5ND to C6 - predation - mortality.
C4 abundance, C4(t), and adult herring abundance, H(t) are not explicitly modeled
but instead are exogenous variables represented by a time series of data which gets
fed directly into the model. At any given time period, some fraction of the C4 class,
p, transition into the C5ND. The formulation for p depends on which definition
of transition is being modelled (either food-dependent of food-independent). Both
the development rates through the end of a stage, Di(T ), and mortality rate,
mi(T ) are functions of sea surface temperature (SST), T . In the predation term
the consumption rate of adult herring is expressed by G, and q represents the half-
saturation constant (a measure of how efficiently predators consume their prey).
We continue our discussion of how vital rates are defined below. (For more details
on specific parameter values see Tables 2.2 and 2.3).
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Table 2.2: Calanus parameter values determined either through model fits or from the literature. All parameters are
dimensionless constants unless specified.
Parameter Description Value Source
Development Parameters
β Exponent for Belehra´dek function -2.05 Campbell et al. (2001)
Td temperature standard for Belehra´dek function 9.11 Campbell et al. (2001)
a4 Belehra´dek constant 8798 Campbell et al. (2001)
a5 Belehra´dek constant 10964 Campbell et al. (2001)
a6 Belehra´dek constant 15047 Campbell et al. (2001)
Mortality Parameters
d5 C5 baseline mortality value 0.15d
−1 Eiane (2002)
d6 C6 baseline mortality value 0.01d
−1 Eiane (2002)
Tc critical temperature for mortality — Optimized (see Table 2.4)
Cl low phytoplankton-related transition threshold — Optimized (see Table 2.4)
Ch high phytoplankton-related transition threshold — Optimized (see Table 2.4)
z exponent for temperature-dependent mortality 7 Speirs et al. (2006)
γ0 fraction background mortality at 0
◦ Celsius 0.65 Speirs et al. (2006)
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Table 2.3: Herring parameter values determined either through model fits or from the literature.
Parameter Description Value Source
q predator half-saturation constant optimized (see Table 2.4)
Hkg80 ave. biomass of age 2+ in the 1980s (mt) 1.9× 10
8 Overholtz (2001)
Hkg90 ave. biomass of age 2+ in the 1990s (mt) 7.5× 10
8 Overholtz (2001)
Hwt80 ave. weight of age 2+ in the 1980s (kg) 0.24 Overholtz et al. (2004)
Hwt90 ave. weight in the 1990s (kg) 0.18 Overholtz et al. (2004)
sa surface area of the Gulf of Maine (m2) 5.9× 1010 NEFSC
Cmax max. consumption (g zoop./g fish/day) 0.13 McCann (1998)
f fraction of Cmax at which fish consumes 0.7 McCann (1998)
wt5 C5 dry weight (g) 1.7× 10
−4 Speirs et al. (2006)
wt6 C6 dry weight (g) 2.8× 10
−4 Carlotti et al. (1993)
G number zoop. eaten day−1 (Awt× Cmax× f)/wti McCann (1998)
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2.4.2 Model Assumptions
As described in section 2.3.3, the mechanism for development from C4 to C5ND
is defined in one of three ways: (1) C4 class developes into the C5ND class and re-
main at surface when food abundance is low because they do not have enough lipid
stores to enter into diapause (31); (2) C4 class developes into C5ND and remain at
surface when there is enough available food for reproduction and otherwise, enter
diapause when conditions are bad (28); (3) C4 class developes into C5ND at a fixed
fraction,p = 0.3 (52). Throughout the remainder of this paper, we refer to the three
model descriptions of transition from C4 to surface C5ND in the following way:
(1) “Low Food Surface” (31), (2) “High Food Surface”, and (3) ”Fixed Surface”.
Each model is split into three cases to explore the relative roles of top-down and
bottom up controls on C. finmarchicus: (a) both phytoplankton availability and
density of adult herring was different between decades(“All Different”); (b) her-
ring abundance was different in the 1990s, but phytoplankton abundance remained
the same across both decades (“Food Same”); (c) phytoplankton abundance was
different, but herring abundance remained the same across both decades(“Fish
Same”). We look at a 3 × 3 comparison examining each of the three model de-
scriptions across the three cases which describe the relative impact of top-down
verses bottom up processes. For clarity, throughout the duration of this paper we
define each of the nine combinations of “model, case” as a scenario. For the last
two cases (“Food Same” and “Fish Same”), “Same” is defined as the climatological
herring and phytoplankton abundance (long-term average conditions across both
decades). “Differ” means that a separate average is determined for each decade.
Estimated values for the initial densities of C5ND and C6 were obtained from
the literature (37). It is assumed that the C5ND class is the emerged over-wintering
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diapause class from the previous year which molts into the adult class and begins
to reproduce. January 1st is equivalent to day 1 in the model, which is a reasonable
assumption, given that, in the Gulf of Maine, C. finmarchicus can begin emergence
from diapause as early as the end of December (31). Different initial conditions
are given to the 1980s model versus the 1990s model to account for the fact that
the initial populations of emerging C5 in January were smaller in the 1990s than
in the previous decade. Initial values were determined by using monthly averages
in January for both decades as a rough estimate.
CPR Time Series Data
Information about seasonal C. finmarchicus and phytoplankton abundances
comes from the Continuous Plankton Recorder (CPR) survey conducted by the
National Marine Fisheries Service from 1961-present (32). The CPR instrument is
towed behind commercial ships and samples the top ≈ 10 m of the water column.
As a result, the data set does not include information on the C5 diapause class
which are located at about 150 m. The survey is conducted one to two times a
month along a 500 km transect from Boston, Massachusetts to Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia. The data for each species includes information on: zooplankton abundance
(individuals m−3), date, latitude, longitude, distance from Boston along trackline
(km), time of day, and PCI (Phytoplankton Color Index) which ranks phytoplank-
ton abundance on a scale from 1 to 3. A PCI of 3 represents approximately 6.5
times the concentration of PCI=1 (2). According to statisistical analysis (see Ta-
ble 2.1), PCI is significantly higher in the 1990s between July-March and higher
in the 1980s between April-June.
Copepods captured by the CPR are often damaged, making it difficult to obtain
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abundance data for individual developmental stages, particularly for the smaller
species and early developmental stages. The CPR data therefore do not fully
distinguish the individual stages of C. finmarchicus. Instead, copepodid stages 1-4
are grouped, as are stages 5-6. Also the C1-C4 do not specify particular Calanus
species. However, other species in the Calanus genus (e.g. C. glacialis) are rare
in the Gulf of Maine; we therefore assume that the bulk of the C1-C4 class are
comprised of C. finmarchicus. When we refer to Calanus throughout the duration
of this paper then, we are referring particularly to the C. finmarchicus species.
The model requires a time series for C4 abundance, isolated from the C1-C4
data provided by the CPR survey. To estimate the proportion of C4s in the CPR
sample, we need to know what fraction of the C1-C4 class are C4s and how this
changes as a function of time. To accomplish this we utilize a fully stage-resolved
data set of C. finmarchicus from 2003-2007 collected at multiple stations in the
Gulf of Maine (Jeff Runge & Rebecca Jones, unpublished data). From this data
set, we obtain the fraction of C4s at each station on every date that data was
collected. A local polynomial regression is then used to fit the data and obtain a
relationship for how the fraction of C4 abundance changes over time relative to the
C1-C4 total, fC4(t). The next step is to generate a function describing the change
in abundance of the C1-C4 class over time, C1−4(t), for a typical year in the 1980s
and the 1990s. We do this by finding a monthly average across the entire trackline
for each data and then using linear interpolation between these points to obtain
a function of C1-C4 abundance over time. An expression for how C4 abundance
changes throughout time can be found by letting
C4(t) = fC4(t)× C1−4(t). (2.2)
Figure 2.3 shows how the fraction of C4 abundance changes with respect to time
relative to total C1-C4 abundance (a), as well as the difference in C4 abundance
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between the 1980s and the 1990s, where abundances are measured in individuals
m−3.
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Figure 2.3: (a) Fraction of the C1-C4 class that are C4 (from J. Runge and R.
Jones). (b) Time series of C4 density (individuals m−3) for 1980s verses 1990s.
For the “Low Food Surface” and “High Food Surface” models, where transition
probability is a function of food, we need some quantifiable measure of phytoplank-
ton. Chlorophyll-a values, a standard proxy for phytoplankton abundance, are not
available for both decades. However, the PCI from CPR survey is available for the
entire period. Although PCI is not ideal, it does provide a consistent estimate of
phytoplankton abundance, one that is correlated with fluorometric measurements
of chlorophyll-a (2). In addition, the annual patterns displayed by the PCI are
consistent with known patterns of phytoplankton abundance in the GOM between
decades. To find an average phytoplankton abundance for each decade, the year
portion of the data is removed so that each observation is given as some percent-
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age of the year across all regions. The data are then fitted using a model fitting
function (generalized additive model), which yields a relationship between phy-
toplankton abundance and time. Using this relationship, a series of abundance
values were generated at multiple time steps for a typical year in the 1980s and a
typical year in the 1990s. (For the ”Food Same” case, we obtained the climatolog-
ical abundance across both decades.) Given this set of predicted values of seasonal
phytoplankton abundance, linear interpolation is employed to derive a function for
the dependence of PCI on time.
Sea Surface Temperature
To obtain daily estimates of mortality and development rates, temperature ob-
servations were extracted from the Bedford Institute of Oceanography’s Climate
Database (26). Similar to the calculations for phytoplankton and C4 abundance, a
model fitting function was used to determine the relationship between temperature
and time. From this a time series of expected observations describing an average
year in the 1980s and the 1990s was obtained. Linear interpolation was used to
create an expression for temperature as a function of time from these predicted
values. Figure 2.4 shows the annual mean temperature across the 1980s and 1990s
and highlights the decrease in winter temperature in the 1990s that were associ-
ated with increased Scotian Shelf water during this time period. Only SST from
January-March exhibit a significant difference between decades, with temperatures
colder in the 1990s during this period (see Table 2.1).
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Figure 2.4: Annual patterns of Sea Surface Temperature using in situ data. For
each decade, a periodic spline was fit to the entire data set.
Mortality
Although relatively little is known about the mortality rates of Calanus finmarchi-
cus and the processes governing these rates (44; 52), there is some evidence of a
positive relationship between temperature and mortality (30; 42). To reflect this
relationship, background mortality rate, mi, for each stage i, is described as an
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Table 2.4: The optimized values for the three cases (“All Differ”, “Food Same”, “Fish Same”) of each model (“Low Food
Surface”, “High Food Surface”, “Fixed Surface”).
Critical temperature Herring half-saturation Low food threshold High food threshold
Tc q Cl Ch
“Low Food Surface” Model
All Differ 10.17◦ C 1736 0.314 0.317
Food Same 11.47◦ C 1008 0.041 0.150
Fish Same 9.98◦ C 1845 0.281 0.380
“High Food Surface” Model
All Differ 11.25◦ C 1685 3.054 3.071
Food Same 11.2◦ C 1651 3.918 3.945
Fish Same 11.06◦ C 2385 3.510 3.538
“Fixed Surface” Model
All Differ 9.84◦ C 653 — —
Food Same 9.79◦ C 646 — —
Fish Same 9.75◦ C 983 — —
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increasing function of temperature.
mi = γ(T )di (2.3)
and
γ(T ) = γ0 + (1− γ0)
(
T
Tc
)
. (2.4)
This is a simplified, density-independent and food-independent version of a func-
tion described by (52). Density-dependent mortality is not included as the model
focus on the later classes and density-dependence is believed to be important only
in the early stages of Calanus (44).
The parameter di represents the specific nominal mortality rate for stage i (16).
T is sea surface temperature in Celsius. We use the mortality at Tc as a baseline,
where, when T = Tc, γ(T ) = 1. Given this, γ0 represents the fraction of mortality
rate experienced by C. finmarchicus at 0◦ Celsius relative to the mortatiliy rate at
Tc. The values for di and γ0 come directly from the literature and are specified in
Table 2.2. The value for Tc is estimated by maximum likelihood (see Section 2.4.3
and Table 2.4 for more details).
Development Time
The development time from one class into the next, which is a function of SST,
is defined using a slighlty modified version of the Belehra´dek equation:
Devi = ai(T + Td)
β. (2.5)
In the original equation, Devi is the time from the midpoint of the egg-laying
period to the time when 50% of the copepods have reached a given stage. The
parameter, ai, is an empirically derived stage-specific constant taken from (9). For
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our purposes, we want to look at the the length of time it takes to develop through
each stage. As such, we define development, Di as
Di = ai+1(T + Td)
β − ai(T + Td)
β , (2.6)
where i represents the stage of interest. Specific values for ai, Td and β can be
found in Table 2.2.
Fraction that transition from C4 into C5 non-diapause
Development from the C4 to the C5ND class is defined in three different ways:
(1)“Low Food Surface”: here, the fraction entering into the surface C5ND class is
represented by a decreasing function of food availabilty. Under these assumptions,
C4s cannot tansition into diapause when food is low because they do not have
sufficient lipid stores to do so. Instead they enter the C5ND class and remain at
the surface. The fraction remaining at the surface as a C5ND, p, is defined as
follows:
p =


ph if c(t) ≤ Cl
ph−pl
Cl−Ch
(c(t)− Cl) + ph if Cl < c(t) < Ch
pl if c(t) ≥ Ch
(2.7)
Equation 2.7 states that if phytoplankton abundance is below a minimum food
threshold ,c(t) < Cl (where c(t) represents phytoplankton abundance), then most
of the C4s (ph = 0.9), will mature into C5ND. As the amount of available food
increases, the fraction of C4s that develop into C5ND gradually decreases. For
c(t) > Ch the fraction of C4s that develop into the C5ND drops to pl = 0.1.
We have set the particular values for ph and pl to reflect the fact that by late
August-early September, most Calanus (approximately 90% according to (40))
have entered into diapause . The parameters, Cl and Ch, represent critical low
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and high Phytoplankton Color Index which determine the fraction of C4s that
transition into C5ND. Specific values for Cl and Ch are found through maximum
likelihood and will thus vary for each model (see Table 2.4).
(2) The fraction of C4s that develop into C5ND, p, is an increasing function of
available food (i.e. transition into diapause occurs to avoid bad conditions). When
food is abundant, C4s enter into surface C5ND, molt within two weeks into adults
and start reproducing. The fraction, p, is now defined as:
p =


pl if c(t) ≤ Cl
ph−pl
Ch−Cl
(c(t)− Cl) + pl if Cl < c(t) < Ch
ph if c(t) ≥ Ch
(2.8)
where again, ph = 0.9, pl = 0.1. In this case, the fraction of C4s that develop into
C5ND is small when phytoplankton abundance is low but increases linearly with
increasing phytoplankton abundance.
(3) The fraction of the C4 class entering into C5ND is fixed at p = 0.3 independent
of available food. The fraction which stay at the surface, p comes from (52) and
is derived through model fits.
Herring Abundance
In order to obtain the correct units for our model, the biomass data available
must be converted to represent the number of individual herring m−3. Biomass
information was obtained from a NMFS herring stock assessment (45) which rep-
resents abundance in metric tons (mt). Using an average value for each decade, we
estimate an abundance of 190,000 mt (metric tons) for the 1980s and 750,000 mt
for the 1990s. The total biomass for each decade is converted to kg (1 mt = 1000
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kg) and then divided by the average weight in kg of an adult fish. Data from the
Northeast Fisheries Science Center (46) was used to determine the average weight
for an adult fish in the 1980s versus the 1990s, which gives the average weight for
each age class per year. This data set ranges back to 1967, allowing for a separate
calculation of mean adult weight for each decade. Average adult weight was calcu-
lated using only data for ages 2+ (see Table 2.3). Given the total number of fish
in the region for each decade, total abundance is then divided by the total surface
area of the GOM in meters squared to get adult herring m−2 (3.2 × 10−5 in the
1980s and 7× 10−2 in the 1990s).
Annual variation in herring abundance is described using seasonal distribution
data derived from NOAA’s Estuarine Living Marine Resources (ELMR) progam
as a rough guide for when herring are present in the region. The ELMR data set
spans the years between 1985-2000 and gives information on average patterns of
seasonal abundance and distribution of various species of fishes and vertebrates.
This data set includes bays and estuaries in each region (West Coast, Gulf of Mex-
ico, Southeast, Mid-Atlantic, and North Atlantic) of the continental U.S., based on
their ecological and economic importance. For each location, a monthly abundance
for each species is determined, where abundance is relative to the same life stage of
other similar species within a pre-determined guild (see (43) for more information
on how this data set was obtained). From this data set, Penobscot Bay in the NW
Gulf of Maine is chosen as a representative region. The relative abundance of her-
ring is defined on a scale from 0 to 5 (0=Absent, 5=Highly Abundant). According
to this data set, herring are present in Penobscot Bay monthly as follows:
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec
3 3 3 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 3
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Letting a score of 5 represent twice the abundancance of the average value
of herring m−2 derived from the NMFS data gives a range of (3.2 × 10−5m−2,
6.8×10−5m−2) for the 1980s herring abundance and (7×10−2m−2, 1.4×10−1m−2)
for the 1990s. The final step is to convert these estimates to number of individuals
m−3. This is done by dividing the number of herring m−2 by 50 m, the assumed
depth of surface zooplankton (28).
In equation (2.1), herring consumption rate, G is defined as (grams of zoo-
plankton eaten) (gram of fish)−1 (day)−1. This number is then converted into
(ind. zooplankton eaten) (fish)−1 (day)−1. The above formulation for consump-
tion rate was obtained from a modeling paper by McCann (36) which describes the
feeding rate for all opportunistic fishes, including herring (see Table 2.3 for more
details). The half-saturation constant, q, in the functional response equation has
been fitted for each model (see Table 2.4).
2.4.3 Optimizing parameters and quantifying model fits
Our model contains several free parameters which are not known from the
literature and not fixed at any particular value by the model hypotheses. These
include the critical temperature, Tc which appears in the mortality equation; the
adult herring half-saturation constant, q in the functional response equation; and
for the food dependent models, Cl and Ch, which determine the conditions for
developing from the C4 to the C5ND class. These four parameters are also logical
choices for optimization because they directly relate to our two hypothesis about
the importance of predation versus climate driven changes in the system.
Optimal parameter values are found by minimizing the residuals between the
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model and data for the 1980s verses the 1990s. To find the residuals, simulations
are run for a representive year for each decade, from which log-transformed weekly
averages of total late stage C. finmarchicus density were obtained. In order to
find the log-likelihood estimate, it is necessary to know whether the residuals are
normally distributed or not. This can be determined by running a Wilks-Shapiro
normality test. Tunning this test showed that the residuals were normally dis-
tributed with a mean equal to 0 and a standard deviation of 0.42.
Once a log-likelihood estimate is found for each model, these estimates are used
to find the model which minimizes the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), defined
as
AIC = −2L+ 2k, (2.9)
where L is the minimized negative log-likelihood and k represents the total number
of parameters optimized in the model (1) In 2.9, −2L reflects the goodness-of-fit
of the model to the data and 2k is the penalty on the model based on how complex
it is (i.e. how many parameters it has).
The advantage of using AIC is that it allows for comparison between mod-
els with varying numbers of fitted parameters, k. For the cases where p is a
food-dependent function (“Low” and “High Food Surface” models), k = 4 (fitted
parameters: Tc, q, Cl, Ch). For the “Fixed Surface” model, there is no definition
for Cl and Ch, so k = 2. The standard formulation for AIC requires that the
sample size, n, be large relative to the number of fitted parameters in each model,
k. Because we are comparing weekly abundance averages, this gives a sample size
of n = 52. According to (8) and (6), if n/k < 40, it is then necessary to include
an extra penalty on our fits by using a corrected AIC, where
AICc = AIC +
2k(k + 1)
n− k − 1
. (2.10)
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The model with the lowest AICc value will be considered the best fit to the data.
AIC measures the loss of information of each candidate model to the best-fitting
model
The best fit model can be evaluated relative to all other candidate models by
calculating the AIC weights. AIC weights range between 0 and 1, where a weight
of 0 represents complete loss of information and a weight of 1 represents no loss of
information (27). For each model, i, its AIC weight is determined as:
wi =
e−.5×∆AICi∑m
j=1 e
−.5×∆AICj
, (2.11)
where i is the model being evaluate and m are the total number of other models
being evaluated. Generally, only the model with the largest AIC weight and the
candidate models with weights > 10% of the largest AIC weight are interpreted
(8)
In addition to the AIC values for each model, we can also calculate the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC):
BIC = −2L+ k log(n), (2.12)
BIC is a slightly stricter set of criterion in the sense that the penalty for a more
complex model is increased when log(n) > 2. We include BIC and ∆BIC values
in our analysis of goodness-of-fit of each scenario.
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2.5 Results
2.5.1 AIC: Comparing model fits
The best fit to the data across all models is the “Low Food Surface, All Differ”
scenario, with a ∆AIC value of 20.76 between this scenario and the second best
fit scenario, ”Low Food Surface, Fish Same” (Table 2.5). The fact that the AIC
weight for “Low Food Surface, All Differ” is very close to 1 (0.999) reflects our
confidence in this model being the most accurate description of the data. The
second thing to note about the outcomes of the AIC comparisons is that the
models which incorporate development into C5ND as a function of available food
(i.e., “Low Food Surface” and “High Food Surface” models) are almost uniformly
better fits to the data than the model which assumes no food dependence (i.e.,
“Fixed Surface”) . This pattern holds true for comparisons across all three cases
of the “Low Food Surface” model (i.e. “All Differ”, “Food Same”, “Fish Same”)
and two of the three cases of the “High Food Surface” model (i.e. “All Differ”,
“Food Same”). For all three cases of the “Fixed Food Surface” model, ∆AIC is
very large. In fact the lowest AIC value among these three cases, “Fixed Surface,
All Differ”, has a ∆AIC=47.34 when compared to the “Low Food Surface, All
Differ” scenario. All of these major results hold for the BIC comparisons as well,
with the “Low Food Surface, All differ” again being clearly the best fit to the data.
For within model comparisons of AIC values across all three cases of each model
(i.e. “All Differ”, “Food Same, “Fish Same”), the “All Differ” case is the best fit
to the data for each of the three models. This is particularly true for the “Low
Food Surface model, where the ∆AIC value between the best fit and 2nd best fit
models is 20.76. For the “High Food Surface” and “Fixed Surface” Models these
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Table 2.5: Comparison of all models to the data - BIC vs. AIC. The first column gives the negative log-likelihood of the
residuals (L), column 2 shows the number of fitted parameters in each scenario, column 3 shows the BIC values and the
∆BIC values giving the difference between the best-fit models and other candidate models is in column 4, column 5 shows
the AIC values (using the corrected AIC for small sample size), column 6 gives the ∆AIC values, column 7 gives the AIC
weights.
L # Parameters fitted BIC ∆BIC AICc ∆AICc AIC weight
Low Food Surface, All Differ 76.44 4 168.69 0.00 161.73 0.00 0.999
Low Food Surface, Fish Same 86.88 4 189.57 20.88 182.61 20.76 3× 10−5
High Food Surface, All Differ 89.05 4 193.91 25.22 186.94 25.21 3× 10−6
Low Food Surface, Food Same 90.26 4 196.33 27.64 189.36 27.63 1× 10−6
High Food Surface, Food Same 91.06 4 197.93 29.24 190.97 29.24 4× 10−7
Fixed Surface, All Differ 102.41 2 212.72 44.03 209.07 47.34 5× 10−11
Fixed Surface, Food Same 103.97 2 215.84 47.15 212.18 50.45 1× 10−11
High Food Surface, Fish Same 111.50 4 238.81 70.12 231.85 70.12 6× 10−16
Fixed Surface, Fish Same 127.69 2 263.28 94.59 259.62 97.89 6× 10−22
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differences are much smaller, but still significant (∆AIC=3.03 and ∆AIC=3.11,
respectively). For the “High Food Surface” and “Fixed Surface” models, the cases
which include differences in herring abundance (“All Differ” and “Food Same”)
between the 1980s and 1990s do a better job of matching the data then the case
which does not (“Fish Same”). In the “Low Food Surface” model, the “Fish Same”
case is actually significantly better than the “Food Same” case.
Table 2.6: Within model comparison across the three cases of each model, compar-
ing each scenario to the data. The first column gives the negative log-likelihood of
the residuals (L), BIC values are given in column 2, ∆BIC value are in column 3,
column 4 shows the corrected AIC values and column 5 gives the ∆AIC.
L BIC ∆BIC AICc ∆AICc
Low Food Surface:
All Differ 76.44 168.69 0.00 161.73 0.00
Fish Same 86.88 189.57 20.88 182.61 20.76
Food Same 90.26 196.33 27.64 189.36 27.63
High Food Surface:
All Differ 89.05 193.91 0.00 186.94 0.00
Food Same 90.26 197.93 4.02 190.97 3.03
Fish Same 111.50 238.81 18.81 231.85 44.91
Fixed Surface:
All Differ 102.41 212.72 0.00 209.07 0.00
Food Same 102.64 215.84 22.97 212.18 3.11
Fish Same 127.69 263.28 47.44 259.62 50.55
According to the data, surface populations of late stage C. finmarchicus were
lower in the 1990s than in the 1980s for most of the year except in the spring
when the abundances were about the same between decades 2.2. This pattern of
abundance is fairly accurately captured by all three models (“Low Food Surface”,
“High Food Surface”, and “Fixed Surface”) for cases that include changes in phy-
toplankton and herring (“All Differ”) and changes in herring alone (“Food Same”)
(Figures 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7). For the “Fish Same” case, only the “Low Food Surface”
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model matches the changes in seasonal patterns of abundance between the 1980s
and the 1990s across the entire year. In this regard, both the “High Food Surface,
Fish Same” and “Fixed Surface, Fish Same” scenarios are clearly the worst fits to
the data. This is apparent not only by within model comparisons of ∆AIC (44.91,
and 50.55 respectively) but also by viewing the model results for the “Fish Same”
case in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. For the “High Food Surface, Fish Same” scenario, the
1990s Calanus abundances are similar to the data (i.e. lower than the 1980s) for
the first three months of the year, but higher than the 1980s for the duration of the
year. For the “Fixed Surface, Fish Same” scenario the 1990s late stage Calanus
abundance is only below the 1980s for approximately the first 30 days and then is
above the 1980s for the rest of the year.
2.5.2 Mortality Rates
The background mortality rate of C5ND and C6 C. finmarchicus is defined
both as a function of daily SST and as a function of the critical temperature,
Tc (equation 2.4). Because Tc was chosen as one of the fitted parameters, the
mortality rates differ between scenarios. In Table 2.7, the mean daily mortality
rates of C5ND and C6 Calanus were calculated for all nine scenarios examined,
as well as the maximum mortality rate day−1, averaged across both decades. The
maximum mortality rate corresponds with the peak annual temperature. This
maximum is included in the table to highlight the range of mortality rates for each
scenario.
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Figure 2.5: Model vs. data comparisons for the “Low Food Surface” model which
describes transition from C4 to C5ND as a decreasing function of food. Each panel
shows the late-stage C. finmarchicus abundance in the 1980s (solid line) vs. 1990s
(dashed line). The model was tested under three cases: (1) “All Differ” - Both
phytoplankton and herring abundance increased in the 1990s (A); (2) “Food Same”
- herring abundance increased in the 1990s, but phytoplankton did not not (B);
(3) “Fish Same” - phytoplankton abundance increased in the 1990s, but herring
did not (C). Panel D shows the average total late stage abundance for each decade
from the data.
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Figure 2.6: Model vs. data comparisons for the “High Food Surface” model which
describes transition from C4 to C5ND as an increasing function of food. Each
panel shows the late-stage C. finmarchicus abundance in the 1980s (solid line) vs.
1990s (dashed line). The model was tested under three cases: (1) “All Differ” (A);
(2) “Food Same” (B); (3) “Fish Same” (C). Panel D shows the average total late
stage abundance for each decade from the data.
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Figure 2.7: Model vs. data comparisons for the “Fix Surface” model which de-
scribes transition from C4 to C5ND as food-independent, with a fixed fraction,
p = 0.3 transitioning into the C5ND class at any given time period. Each panel
shows the late-stage C. finmarchicus abundance in the 1980s (solid line) vs. 1990s
(dashed line). The model was tested under three cases: (1) “All Differ” (A); (2)
“Food Same” (B); (3) “Fish Same” (C). Panel D shows the data.
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Table 2.7: Mortality Rates for the C5ND and C6 classes across all three models. For each case of the model, we calculate
the mean mortality rate d−1 for the 1980s and 1990s as well as the maximum annual rate for each decade. The maximum
rate is given to demonstrate the annual range of mortality rates for each case of the model.
All Differ Food Same Fish Same
80s 90s max 80s 90s max 80s 90s max
Low Food Surface Models
C5ND 0.69 0.74 3.55 0.42 0.42 1.89 0.79 0.83 4.04
C6 0.05 0.05 0.24 0.03 0.03 0.13 0.05 0.06 0.27
High Food Surface Models
C5ND 0.39 0.4 1.80 0.38 0.38 1.71 0.43 0.46 2.02
C6 0.03 0.03 0.12 0.03 0.03 0.11 0.03 0.03 0.13
Fixed Surface Models
C5ND 0.85 0.91 4.45 0.91 0.91 4.68 0.9 0.96 4.74
C6 0.06 0.06 0.30 0.06 0.06 0.31 0.06 0.06 0.32
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2.5.3 Transition Probabilities
The probability of remaining at the surface as a C5ND for the “Low Food
Surface” and “High Food Surface” models depends on the critical values of Phyto-
plankton Color Index, Cl and Ch. In the “High Food Surface” model, PCI values
are below the optimized values of Cl and Ch for all three cases. This means that, at
any given time, the fraction of C4 that develop into C5ND is always p = pl = 0.1
for both decades. Also, for the “All Differ” and “Fish Same” cases, the optimized
values of these two parameters are almost equal implying almost an instantaneous
shift between conditions.
For the “Low Food Transit” model, the critical PCI values which determine
transition to C5ND are at the low range of PCI values in the 1980s and below the
range of PCI values in the 1990s. The result is that, at least in the “All Differ”
and “Fish Same” cases, C4s are more likely to develop into C5ND in the 1980s.
In the 1990s only 10% transition into C5ND at any given time for the “All Differ”
and “Food Same” cases. A small fraction remain at the surface as C5ND in the
“Fish Same” case between days 150-170, but most transition from C4 to C5D.
Figure 2.9 shows the comparison of food dependent transition for the “Low Food
Surface” model for all three cases. For the “All Differ” case the optimized values
for Cl and CH are almost identical implying an almost instantaneous jump from
one condition to the next as phytoplankton abundance increases.
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Figure 2.8: Each panel shows the optimized values of Cl and Ch for the “Low
Food Surface” and “High Food Surface” models graphed against phytoplankton
abundance (PCI). The average annual PCI is represented by a solid black line
for the 1980s and a dashed black line for the 1990s. The optimized values are
represented by gray dotted lines for the “Low Food Surface” model and black
dotted lines for the “High Food Surface” model. Results are shown for the three
cases: “Fish Differ” (A), “Food Same” (B) and “Fish Same” (C).
Specific values for Cl and Ch can be found in Table 2.4.
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Figure 2.9: Transition Probability over time for the “Low Food Surface” model
across all three cases (“All Differ”, “Food Same”, “Fish Same”). The top three
panels from left to right give the transition probabilities in each case for the 80s.
The bottom three panels give the transition probabilities for each case in the 90s.
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2.6 Discussion
Both AIC and BIC analysis indicated that the “Low Food Surface, All Differ”
scenario had the greatest ability to explain the decrease in late-stage Calanus fin-
marchicus in the 1990s. All other scenarios had a ∆AIC > 20 which suggests
that they had little explanatory power in describing the data. Consequently, it is
likely that both bottom-up and top-down controls were important in determining
the shift in annual abundance patterns of C. finmarchicus in the 1990s. Further-
more, our results suggest that development from C4 to C5ND is best explained by
insufficient lipid stores to make it into diapause (31).
It is not completely surprising that the “Low Food Surface, All Differ” model
appears to be the best fit to the data overall; it is the only hypothesis of the
three tested that would explain how an increase in food abundance could lead to
a decrease in the surface populations of late-stage Calanus. During the 1990s, the
spring phytoplankton bloom occurred earlier and lasted longer. More importantly,
the fall bloom was significantly larger on average than in the previous decade.
Under the definition for transition probability in the “Low Food Surface” model,
this would lead to an increase in the fraction of C4 transitioning into diapause
when food is more abundant. Although increased food abundance occurs both
during the January-March as well as from July-December during the 1990s, C4s
are most present between days 80-280 (see Figure 2.3). This implies that changes in
phytoplankton abundance are more likely to affect transition into the later stages
in the fall, according to the “Low Food Surface” model.
Data for the diapause class is not available from the CPR survey conducted by
NMFS to determine how abundance for this class changed during the 1990s. The
Gulf of Maine is not a closed ecosystem and changes in influx from adjacent waters
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(e.g. Scotian Shelf) are a significant source of variation in Calanus finmarchicus
abundance (39). Research by (21; 25) suggest that changes in water circulation
patterns during the 1990s resulted in a decrease in C. Finmarchicus being advected
off the Scotian Shelf. This might explain the decline in the late-stage Calanus
population in January that initiate the first generation in the year. However,
according to (15), the increase in Calanus spring reproduction during the 1990s
compensated for the decrease in the resting population at the beginning of the year.
This is reflected in the data by the fact that the 1980s and the 1990s abundances
are essentially the same by day 100. Changes in advection might have resulted
in decreases in late-stage Calanus in the beginning of the year in the 1990s; but
it certainly does not explain why late-stage abundance dropped again during the
late summer and early fall despite having recovered to the levels of the 1980s by
late spring.
Given how the definition of food-dependent transition might affect the decrease
in late-stage Calanus in the fall, it is clear how bottom-up processes might con-
tribute to the annual abundance patterns of the 1990s. Yet, the scenario that
included only changes in food (“Low Food Surface, Fish Same”) was a much worse
fit to the data than the scenario which assumed that changes in both herring and
phytoplankton occurred during the 1990s. The AIC results suggest that the pat-
terns observed in the data cannot be captured without the inclusion of increased
herring abundance in the 1990s. From comparing the results in Figure 2.5, adding
changes in herring abundance seems most important for capturing the decrease in
fall Calanus abundance.
One thing to note is that including increased herring abundance in the 1990s
potentially overestimates the decrease in Calanus abundance in the spring. Annual
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abundance patterns for herring were estimated based on the ELMR database. For
construction of the models, we made the simplifying assumption that the ELMR
data was on a linear scale. Assuming linearity in this scale might have led to an
over-estimate of abundance in the early part of the year from January-April. From
December-March, herring abundance is given a score of 3 (Common) according the
ELMR survey relative to their peak summer abundance of 5 (Highly Abundant).
Allowing the ELMR scale to reflect linear changes in abundance, we assumed that
the abundance in winter was approximately half the abundance at peak values in
the summer. In reality, a log scale might be a better reflection of how monthly
abundance patterns were determined in this data set. The non-linearity of this
scale should be taken into account in future work on this system.
Another impact of bottom-up processes not addressed in our model is the role
that changes in zooplankton abundance had on recruitment of herring into adult-
hood. The recovery of herring which resulted in such large adult classes during this
period was, in part, a result of an increase in larval herring recruitment (53). This
increased recruitment rate has been attributed to the abnormally high fall bloom
throughout the decade which led to larger-than-normal populations of small zoo-
plankton species such as Oithona, Pseudocalanus, and Centropages typicus which
dominate the fall bloom (48). Adult herring spawn between July-November in the
Gulf of Maine (51) and generally, after hatching, larvae are exposed to extremely
low food conditions (20). The secondary bloom in autumn months which gave rise
to increased abundances of smaller zooplankton most likely allowed larval herring
to survive the winter at higher rates than in the previous decade. In other words,
bottom-up processes, which aided the growth of small zooplankton and larval her-
ring, could then lead to top-down control of the larger, C. finmarchicus due to
increased presence of adult herring.
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Much of the research that has been conducted up to this point to explain de-
clines in late-stage C. finmarchicus has focused primarily on the role of physiolog-
ical and bottom-up processes. There is a long-held belief that bottom-up process
tend to drive open-ocean systems to a much larger extent than top-down processes
(12). Although there are numerous examples of top-down control in freshwater
systems and in the rocky intertidal (38; 47), there is less evidence in support of
predatory control in open ocean ecosystems (50; 4). However, over the last decade,
there has been mounting evidence for the importance of top-down control. In a
recent study from the Barents Sea, for example, top-down control of zooplankton
by pelagic fish was demonstrated (13). In another study by Maes et al. (2005), on
the impact of juvenile herring and sprat on estuarine zooplankton, it was found
that both fish exerted strong top-down control on the plankton populations (35).
It has been hypothesized that the sensitivity of an ecosystem to top-down controls
can depend quite heavily on the species diversity in a given region and that an
ecosystem which is species-poor is much more likely to be mediated by top-down
processes (18; 4).
Our results suggest that increased herring presence in the 1990s might have
played an important role in the decline of late-stage C. finmarchicus during this
period. It is interesting then to consider how increased herring presence in the Gulf
of Maine might have affected other predators in the region. Humpback whales for
example, which prey on herring, benefited by the shift in herring abundance. The
North Atlantic right whale on the other hand, which also prey on C. finmarchicus
saw a decrease in abundance throughout this decade. All of the known feeding
grounds for the right whales are in the Gulf of Maine and adjacent Scotian Shelf and
their primary food source is late-stage C. finmarchicus (22). The decline of late-
stage C. finmarchicus in the 1990s is significant in terms of right whales because
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the oil reserves found in the later stages of diapausing C4 and C5 C. finmarchicus
are a critical nutritional source for the whales. During the 1980s the average length
of time between new calves was 2-3 years, but this number increased to 4-6 years
in the following decade, potentially as a result of malnutrition. According to (10),
yearly population growth rate declined from 1.05 in 1980 to 0.98 in 1994. Several
recent studies, have connected the variability in C. finmarchicus abundance to the
declines in right whale reproduction (34; 24; 22). In support of this link, right
whales showed a shift in feeding ground in the 1990s, most likely as a result of the
decrease in late-stage C. finmarchicus in this region. Interestingly, data collected
since 2002 on right whale fecundity has shown a slow recovery of reproductive
rates back to levels found during the 1980s. Our results suggest that the increased
presence of adult herring during the 1990s might explain, at least in part the food
limitation experienced by right whales at that time.
The study presented in this paper is a simplification of a complicated system.
We do not explicitly model changes in phytoplankton and herring abundance over
time, nor do we include other small zooplankton species which are potentially im-
portant for herring recruitment. Clearly, there is room for further investigation on
the relative importance of top-down versus bottom-up control on C. finmarchicus
abundance. Yet, despite the simplicity of the models, the best-fit model accu-
rately capture changes in seasonal patterns of abundance between the 1980s and
the 1980s. Our results indicate that in order to fully understand the ecosystem
observed in the 1990s, both bottom-up and top-down processes must be considered
when exploring the variability of C. finmarchicus abundance.
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